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Abstract 

Hunting licenses do not represent the true value of the sport for hunters. This study 
examines the monetary value hunters, resident and non-resident, place on elk hunting in 
Colorado and which factors affect their valuation. The contingent valuation method is 
used to determine this information through a survey that was posted on several internet 
hunting forums. A hypothetical fee increase in hunting licenses from an improvement in 
elk habitat is used in the survey. To elicit a response, this study uses a two part question 
for willingness to pay, which is different from previous studies. First, intervals are 
presented and then the respondent answers an open-ended question. The data obtained 
from the survey is analyzed using the Tobit regression method. Separate regression 
equations are used for resident and non-resident hunters. The study finds that Colorado 
resident and non-resident hunters have differing views on the amount of license fee 
inerease they would aceept and base their decision on different factors. 

KEYWORDS: (Contingent Valuation Method, Willingness to Pay, Elk, Hunting, 
Colorado) 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

One does not hunt in order to kill; on the contrary, one kills in order to 
have hunted. If one were to present the sportsman with the death of the animal as 
a gift he would refuse it. What he is after is having to win it, to conquer the surly 
brute through his own effort and skill with all the extras that this carries with it: 
the immersion in the countryside, the healthfulness of the exercise, the distraction 
from his job. I 

Hunting is an activity embraced by many. It is a time when an individual can 

self-reflect, avoid the distractions of modern society, and enjoy nature at its best. 

Hunting also has links to our ancestors. It has been means of providing food, shelter, 

clothing, tools, and more to people since prehistoric times2 Although hunting today is 

not as critical in providing food for people as it was in the past, it remains a popular sport, 

especially here in Colorado. Hunting also serves the function of a game management 

tool to keep animal populations sustainable in the animal's habitat. 

Elk is the foeus because it is the most sought after big game animal in the state. 

The vast majority of big game hunters in Colorado (88.5%) pursued elk in 20063 Elk are 

i Ortega, Jose and Gasset Afeditaiions on 'Hunting. As found on High Country Nevis, "One does 
not hut in order to kill," available from hups: '\\i\v\v,hcn,orgJissuesJ49/1497; Internet; accessed 1vlarch 31 
1009. 

2 Dale E. Towei11, Steven T. Buccola and Daniel P. Jv1etz, North American Elk.' Ecology and 
,lfanagement (Washington D.C.: Smithsonian Institute Press) 2002),121 

3 U.S. Department of the Interior, Fish and \Vildlifc Service and U.S. Department of Commerce 
and Bureau of the CCIl.,{us, 2006 National Survey of Fishing, Hunting, and \Vildlifc-Associated Recreation, 
24 



greatly more populous in Colorado and the western states than in the rest of the country. 

This paper examines hunters' willingness to pay (WTP) for an elk license in the State of 

Colorado. Willingness to pay is defined as the maximum sum of money an individual 

would be willing to pay for an improvement. 4 The fees of hunting licenses do not 

represent the true monetary value that people place on hunting. This paper aims to find 

the WTP of resident and non-resident hunters in pursuit of elk in Colorado. Research of 

the development of the Colorado Division of Wildlife and the structure of the 

organization, a contingent valuation survey, and regression analysis will be used to 

determine willingness to pay and which variables affect the amount. 

Development of the Colorado Division of Wildlife 

Hunting plays a key role in the history of Colorado. The price of beaver pelts 

brought in many fur traders and trappers and the rich minerals, especially gold, drove in 

miners 5 With the incrcasing population growth, market hunters came to feed the miners 

and settlers. Millions of animals, especially bison, were killed in just a few years to feed 

the people that flooded into the Rocky Mountain region to prosper and settle. The 

citizens of Colorado overhunted many areas and eventually realized that food is a greater 

necessity than prospering from the sales of animal hides, horn, and other trophy parts.6 

The overharvesting ofwildlifc in Colorado eventually led to game management. 

The first law protecting wildlife in Colorado was passed on November 6, 1861 by 

4 Patricia Champ, Kevin J. Boyle, and Thomas C Brown, A Primer on Nonmarket Valuation 
(Dordrecht; Boston: Klu\ver Academic Publishers, 2003), l2. 

5 Pete Barrov{s and Judith Holmes, Colorado's Wildl(lc- Story (Denver, Colo.: Colorado Division 
of \Vildhfc, 2. 8, 

2 
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Colorado's first Legislative Assembly making it "unlawful to take trout by seine, net, 

basket or trap." 7 Trout and other fish species were the main focus of early laws 

addressing wildlife issues as their numbers were significantly affected by thc population 

growth of settlers, Laws protecting big gamc animals did not pass until 1874 when the 

legislature prohibited "people from wasting or unlawfully killing buffalo, elk, deer, 

mountain sheep, antelope or fawns."s Thesc laws protecting wildlife are milestones 

because they are the first proactive measures to secure the future of sport animals and fish 

in Colorado. The downside is enforcing the regulations. At this point in time, there was 

no agency specifically enforcing the wildlife laws. 

Unfortunately, it was not until 1882 that legislature provided the means of 

enforcing these wildlife protection laws. On May 17, 1882, the Colorado Game and Fish 

Protective Association was formed to enforce game and fish laws 9 By this time, 

legislation had been passed that established closed seasons for big game animals to 

promote herd growth. The first commissioner of the agency, J. S. Swan saw the profit 

and conservation associated with shorter hunting seasons when he "thought a short 

season of two weeks would 'attract many persons and much money here that now 

annually goes to other states. ,,,10 Over time, the idea of game management became 

increasingly refined. On April 27, 1899, legislation established the Colorado Department 

of Game and Fish which hired tlvc chief game wardens along with up to fifty deputy 

'Ibid .. 15. 

, Ibid .. 17. 

Ibid. 31. 
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game wardens. II The state knew that enforcing game and fish laws required inereasing 

numbers of policing officers and did so by hiring the deputies. In 1899, hunting in 

Colorado was regarded as a means of subsistence, so no fees to take game were imposed. 

One of the most important contributions to game managemcnt in Colorado was 

the introduction of hunting licenses by John M. Woodard, the Game and Fish 

Commissioner. The Colorado legislature approved this measure on April 13, 1903.12 

The revenues from the sales were distributed among different branches in the Colorado 

Department of Game and Fish, whieh allowed Woodard to hire extra game wardens. 13 

The extra funds also increased revenues to spend towards habitat conservation and 

stocking programs for fish. Minimum fines were also set in 1903 enabling the agency to 

further increase the efforts of management and conservation. 14 The pricing on the 

licenses discriminated between residents and nonresidents; Colorado residents paid one 

dollar for a hunting license while nonresidents had to pay twenty five dollars. IS The price 

discrimination, which continues today, is an effective tool for protecting against 

overhunting while providing additional rcvenue from out of state hunters willing to pay 

for the privilege of hunting in Colorado. Hunting licenses remain a key source of funds 

for the Colorado Division of Wildlife. 

Game management in Colorado has been very successful. Although animal 

populations in Colorado were hurt from overhunting in the 1800's and early 1900's, 

iI Ibid. 33. 

" Ibid .• 34-35. 

13 Ibid. 

14 Ibid. 

15 Ibid. 



today the populations are strong. Colorado has the largest elk population in the United 

States and plentiful numbers of deer, pronghorn, and bear. Unfortunately, wild bison 

were wiped out by the early 20th century. 

Hunting in Colorado 

Hunting remains an important recreational activity and game management tool in 

Colorado. According to the 2006 National Survey of Fishing, Hunting, and Wildlife

Associated Recreation-Colorado, 259,000 hunters above the age of 16 hunted in 

Colorado that year. Residents comprised 49% and nonresidents 51 % of this total. Of 

these, 208,000 hunted big game with 184,000 pursuing elk. 16 It is obvious that elk is the 

largest attraction drawing hunters to Colorado as 71 % of all hunters and 88.5% of big 

game hunters were after elk. While this is a significant number, it has been declining 

over the years. Ten years earlier in 1996, there were 454,000 hunters licensed in 

Colorado. Thus, there was a decline of about 195,000 hunters, a 43% drop. 17 

Surprisingly, this decline is greater than the national trend; in 1996 there were 14 million 

hunters in total 18 and 12.5 million in 2006 19
, which is only about an 11 % decrease. 

Colorado may have experienced this sharp decrease in hunters due to the increasing price 

of hunting licenses. 

According to the 2006 annual report by the Colorado Division of Wildlife, the 

agency accumulated $74.5 million of its $104.2 million total revenue during the 2005-06 

i6 2006 National Survey of Fishing, Hunting, and \Vildlite-Associated Recreation: Colorado, 24, 
28. 

17 Ibid., 14. 

i'i Ibid. 

5 



seasons from the sale of both hunting and fishing licenscs20 Although these revenue 

figures are not broken down by species, applying the cost of licenses in 2006 of $22 for 

90,160 residents and $496 for the 93,840 non-residents, elk hunting provided $48.5 

million in revenues for the Division ofWildlife21 Even though this is not an exact 

number, it shows the importance of elk hunting to the funding of the game management 

and wildlife law enforcement programs. 

Colorado has the largest population of elk of any state in the United States. After 

the 2007 season, the Division of Wildlife estimated 291,960 elk living within the state22 

This is significantly more than the populations in other states as estimated by the Rocky 

Mountain Elk Foundation as reflected in Figure 1.1.23 

20 Colorado Division of\Vildlife, "2006 Annual Repon"; available from 
http:'","ldlife.state.co.(l';/NRJrdonl}Tes!3E816697-6016-434 7 -BOCO
D82CC9639645!O'06A.llnuaIReport.pdf; Internet; accessed 28 Noventber 2008, 8, 

21 Colorado Division of Wildlife, "License , available from 
hltp: '''ildlife.state. co. us!NRJrdonlyres!2059 EC49-51 B4-4681-8EE4-8625DE4C460D!O!Ch I 5CP I.pdf; 
Internet; accessed 11 December 2008. 

22 Colorado Division of Wildlife, "2007 Elk Post Hunt Population Estimates"; available from 
hltp:! wildlife, state, co, us!NRJrdonlyres!6B36EFO 3-130A -40EC-9804-
66A251 DFDE6D!O!2007posthuntElkpopulationestimates.pdf; Internet; accessed 11 December 2008, 1, 

23 Rocky Mountain Elk Foundation, "2008 Elk Hunt Forecast"; available trom 
http: www.rmef.orgiHuntjngfFeatures!.Articles!Forccust.htm; Internet; accessed 13 November 2008, 

6 



FIGURE l.l 

Top 10 State Elk Populations 
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The success of Colorado's game management program for elk is reflected in the fact that 

there were fewer than 2,000 elk left in the state at the beginning of the 20th Century24 

In order to promote game management, the Colorado Division of Wildlife 

established Data Analysis Units (DAU's) by dividing the state into sections. Each DAU 

consists of multiple Game Management Units (GMU). Separating the state into multiple 

DAD's allows management oHicers to be more area-oriented in their conservation efforts 

for elk. The number oflicenses available for each unit depends on the estimated elk 

population and a set maximum population depending on the condition of the area. These 

24 The Humer's Network, "\Vildlife commi::lsion Approved Big Game Licenses": available from 
http: ·/www.biggame-hunting.colTIilibrary!coloradobiK_.game __ season.htm; Internet; accessed 13 November 
2008. 

7 



maximums are established based upon the availability of food, water, and available land. 

There are 184 GMUs across thc state. 

FIGURE 1.2 

Colorado Game Management Unit Map 

To hunt elk in Colorado, a hunter must pass a hunter education course or bow 

hunter education course (for bow licenses) ifhe or she was born on or after January 1, 

1949, in order to apply for or purchase a license. 26 This is important in maintaining a 

safe hunting environment. Once the course is completed, the individual has various 

options when deciding which license to purchase. Colorado otfers archery, 

25 Colorado \Vildemess, "Colorado's Game Managemem Units"; available from 
http:! W\vw.coloradowildemess,comfgameuniLhtml; Internet, accessed 13 November 2008. 

Colorado Division of\Vildlife. "Big Game Brochure'" available from 
http: !wildliie.state.co.us/RuJesRegs!RegulationsBrochun:s:'BigGame.htm; Internet, accessed 13 November 
2008. 1. 

8 
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muzzleloader, and rifle seasons for elk. In 2008, there is one season for archery, running 

from Au!,'Ust 30 through September 28, and also only one season for muzzleloaders, 

September 13 through 21. There are four main seasons for rifle hunters with a couple 

additional dates which include areas with early and late seasons, units inside military 

bases, and private land only areas27 The typical season is nine days long; Saturday of 

one week through the following Sunday. 

Elk licenses include a limited-license lottery system as well as an over-the

counter unlimited (OTC) tag. GMU's with limited licenses have set numbers oflicenses 

available for each season mentioned above. The lottery system is the method by which 

the Division of Wildlife allocates the limited licenses. Each year a hunter can apply for 

this type of license for each matmer of take: archery, muzzleloader, and rifle. Limited 

licenses are a management tool used in order to set the number of licenses sold based on 

population, trophy animals, and other important determinants in individual game 

management units. Colorado has preference points (PP) which are used so the hunter can 

have a greater chance of success in the lottery drawing. One PP is accumulated each year 

the hunter is unsuccessful in drawing a license in the lottery or is requested by the hunter 

instead of entering the lottery. The points are accumulated and saved until a hunter uses 

them in obtaining a more desirable GMU, which requires more points. Some GMUs take 

as many as 16 preference points in order to obtain a license for the area as it may have a 

higher success rate or more trophy animals. If a hunter is unsuceessful in drawing a 

license, he or she has the opportunity to purchase any leftover limited licenses or an 

unlimited over-the-counter tag. OTC unlimited licenses are available lor the second and 

third rifle seasons as well as the archery season. These are only valid for certain game 
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management units and there is no maximum to the number that can be sold. The OTC 

license allows the take of an antlered elk in a large number of the game management 

units across the state or an either-sex license for the plains region in eastern Colorado. 

Colorado is known for its over-the-counter bull tag as it is the only state that has an OTC 

license available for both residents and non-residents.28 This is very attractive to hunters, 

especially nonresidents, because drawing a tag in the lottery system is not guaranteed and 

difficult to plan around. 

Hunters are important in the management of elk in Colorado. With the 

disappearance of most natural predator populations, such as the wolf, hunters fill the gap 

in maintaining sustainable populations of elk. Every year, Colorado hunters experience 

about a 20% success rate in harvesting an animal, with a record high rate of 27% in 1990 

and low of 16% in 199529 The Division of Wildlife uses the harvest results from the 

previous years as weil as other determinants such as winter conditions, other 

environmental factors, as well as estimates of post-hunt populations in order to determine 

the number of licenses to be sold in each GMU in the following season. Wildlife agents 

use the information at hand as best they can in order to predict the upcoming seasons to 

keep the elk population balanced and sustainable. 

Hunting also provides significant benefit for the Colorado economy. Having 

almost 200,000 hunters in the state translates to profit for many businesses. Even with 

the decreased number of hunters. their expenditures have actually increased since 200] 

n Glenwood Springs Colorado Chamber and Resort Association, "Hunting"; available from 
http: 'f\V\·vw.glemvoodchamber.comiEarthJHunting.htrnl: Internet; accessed 28 r-vlarch 2009. 

Rocky Mountain News, "Elk Success Rate Dropping"; available from 
\\"VW .rockymountainncyvs. com/nc\\'s!2008!mar! 19! dentry-e lk -success-rate-dropping:: Internet; accessed 13 
November 2008. 
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by approximately $8 million to $444 million in 2006 on items such as licenses, lodging, 

food, fireanns, ammunition, and other general hunting trip costs30 This int1ux of money 

from out of state is particularly important to the businesses in rural areas that otherwise 

do not have an inflow of customers. 31 Restaurants, sporting good stores, and inns see a 

huge jump in their revenue. Hunters provide an encompassing benefit to Colorado during 

the elk seasons. 

'\(j 2006 National Survey of Fishing, Hunting, and \Vildhfe-Associatcd Recreation: Colorado. 15. 

31 Barrows and I-Iohnes. Culorado's iFfldl(te SiD!)", 399. 



CHAPTER II 

THEORY AND LITERATURE REVIEW 

Consumer Theory 

Many goods are sold in perfectly competitive markets. Perfect competition is 

defined as "a market structure in which there are many buyers and sellers, the product is 

standardized, and sellers can easily enter or exit the market."l The market is large, so 

each individual and firm must take the price and quantity as given by the market. 2 

Supply (suppliers) and demand (buyers) curves determine the price of the good being 

sold in the market. Price is determined where the two curves intersect, the equilibrium 

point. An example of this is in Figure 2.1. 

1 Robert E. Hall and ~vlarc Liebennan, lvficroeco!1omics: PrinClj7ie.<; and Applications (Cincinnati 
Ohio: South-\Vestern College Publishers, 20(1), GA, 

:: Ibid., 50, 

J2 
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FIGURE 2.1 

Perfectly Competitive Market 

G Quantity 
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The quantity demanded is the amount of the good an individual would buy at a 

given price. There can be movement along or a shift in the curve depending on how the 

Inarket changes. If the price of a good increases or decreases there \vil1 be movement 

along the curve. An increase in price will cause movement upwards on the curve, 

decreasing the quantity demanded. A shift can occur from changes such as a change in 

an individual's income.4 An increase in income, for a normal good, will shift the demand 

curve outwards (to the right). Equilibrium will be reached again from any change to 

reach a new price. Compliments, another good that is used in conjunction with the given 

good, will also cause a shift in the demand curve. An example is a rifle and ammunition. 

If the price of ammunition increases, the quantity demanded for rifles will decrease. This 

is due to shooting becoming more expensive. Graphically, this would be a shift inwards 

ofthc demand curve. Substitutes act differently. A substitute is a good that will replace 

the current good. Shotguns can be seen as a substitute of rifles. If the price of shotguns 

} Stock Investing for Begjrmers, "Supply and Demand: The Important Factor that Moves Stock 
Prices"; available from http://vvww . stock -investing-for-beginners.comhmages/supplyanddemand i . png; 
Internet; accessed 1 April 2009. 

4 Hall, Alicroeconomics. 55. 
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changes the demand for rit1es will also change. If shotguns become more expensive, 

people will switch towards rines so rine demand increases. This will be a shift outwards 

in the demand curve. 

Supply is the quantity of a good that is produced at a given price. An increase in 

price will cause an increase in supply, as firms want to sell their goods at the highest 

price. Similarly to demand, movement along or a shift can occur in the supply curve. 

Price shows movement along the curve. A change such as an increase in inputs will 

cause a shift in the supply curve.5 If an input becomes more expensive, the supply curve 

of a firm will shift inwards (to the left). 

Hunting licenses act differently than a perfectly competitive market. This is an 

advantage of the contingent valuation method as it is suitable for measuring the benefits 

of goods similar to hunting licenses. 6 A hunting permit is a good that has individual 

property rights, can exclude consumers, and is not freely traded in competitive markets. 7 

Its price is determined by the state (Colorado Division of Wildlife) and not through 

supply and demand of a market. Colorado has an infinite supply of hunting licenses, 

from the unlimited OTC tags, but a specific demand curve. The intersection of these two 

curves could possibly determine the price of an elk license, depending if the Division of 

Wildlife finds the fee to be suitable for the public and the department's revenue. When 

considering this method, a hunter's willingness to pay should be the peak of the demand 

5 Ibid., 63. 

{; 1v1itcheH d 

Ibid. 
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curve; a price greater than the fee of a hunting license. Other methods measuring benefits 

are limited in their ability to evaluate hunting permits8 

Contingent Valuation Method 

As mentioned before, willingness to pay (WTP) is defined as the maximum sum 

of money an individual would be willing to pay for an improvement. 9 [t is used in 

situations where the good, service, or amenity at hand cannot be freely traded in a market 

so there is no direct dollar value measurement. It is commonly used in environmental 

economics as it will give public goods, such as recreational sports, a monetary valuc. 

This method allows government agencies and economists to gain a concrete 

understanding of the value of previously priceless resources. 

A way to calculate willingness to pay is the contingent valuation method (CVM). 

This method "uses survey questions to elicit people's preferences for public goods by 

finding out what they would be willing to pay for specified improvements in them."lO 

TIle survey sets up hypothetical markets in which the good is offered. The consumer's 

willingness to pay depends on which market is presented to them. Surveys consist of 

three parts: a description ofthe supposed market in which the good is being sold, 

questions deriving the consumer's willin!,'11ess to pay, and questions about demographic 

characteristics of respondents and of the use of the goods. 

, Ibid .. 58. 

:; Champ {jf 12. 

]()Robert C. Mitchell and Richard T Carson, Using to Value Public Good'.'_' The 
Contingent ~/afuatlon Afelhod (\Vashington, DC: Resources for the Future, 1989)< 2. 
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The description of the hypothetical market is important because it is the premise 

of the entire survey. The scenario needs to be plausible in its explanation of the method 

of provision, how the good is being offered, other substitutes available, and the payment 

vehicle. 11 This section is the informational component of the survey. An example from a 

previous study is as follows, 

The Colorado Division of Wildlife is faced with several problems in 
managing for big game hunting in Colorado. Important issues include complaints 
of crowding, declines in deer populations and decreased availability of mature 
bulls and bucks. In the next few questions, we'll be asking about possible 
solutions that involve license fee changes. 12 

In this example, it is clear that the license fees will increase in order to help solve 

problems involving those Colorado hunting issues listed. 

The next section of the survey consists of questions seeking information about the 

willingness of the respondent to pay for the goods under analysis. The survey should not 

use biased or misleading questions it may skew or influence thc response. 13 

Context of the responses is refined by examining the demographic characteristics 

of the respondent and the intended use of the goods. The demographic section asks 

questions regarding age, gender, income, education, and other possibilities. These are 

important determinants because they may explain the difference between peoples' 

willingness to pay for a specific good. ll1e intended use of the good is also critical 

because it too plays a role in the individuals' view of the utility of the good or service. 

!l Champ e! ai, Nonmarket Valuation, 116; Mitchell, Using SUT\/(;,},'S, 3. 

12 John Loomis, Cynthia Pierce, and Mike Manfredo, "Using the Demand for HuntIng Licenses to 
Evaluate Contingent Valuation I:stimates of Willingness to Pay," Applied Economics Letters 7, no. 7 

437 
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The hope is to find the importance of variables that theory identifies as predictors of 

WTP. 

Depending on the infonnation being elicited, the survey may use either open-

ended or closed-ended questions. 14 Closed-ended questions have defined answers from 

whieh the respondent may choose. In open-ended questions the respondent is not limited 

in their response. An example is, "How flIT did you drive your car?" where the 

respondent would write down a mileage with no limitations. The advantage of using 

open-ended questions is that a direct data point is measured. If an open-ended question 

retrieves the data for the dependent variable in a regression equation, then ordinary least 

squares (OLS) regressions may be used. ls Using OLS is beneficial because of its ease in 

empirical analysis. Open-ended questions are easier to write in the sense that only the 

question is written and not a set of intervals. This is benefieial in regressing equations 

because clustered data points will not be an issue as would happen if 90% of responses 

are in one of five intervals. 

Closed-ended questions constrain the responses of the respondent. The questions 

can have answers that appear as yes or no, intervals, rankings, or some other type of 

detennined options. An example ofthis is, "How far did you drive your car? Between 0-

20 miles, 21-30 miles, or over 31 miles?" These types of questions are easier for the 

individual to answer because thcy do specify a number and they also take less time to 

complete the survey. The problem with closed-ended questions is that they are more 

14 John C Whitehead, ".A Practitioner's Primer on Contingent Valuation," 18 October 1999, in 
1>"",;pSchv/ar [database on-line!, PDF file:, accessed 8: December 2008, i-L 

15 Ibid. 
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difficult to analyze empirically.l6 Closed-ended questions do not give unique points in 

the data. As mentioned before, the results can be in words (yes or no's), rankings, 

intervals, and other forms. In order to analyze the results empirically, different 

techniques can be used, such as qualitative variables. A qualitative variable assigns a 

value of zero or one to a point in the data. For example, if the response from a question is 

yes, the data point will be one and zero if the respondent answered no. The data obtained 

from a closed-ended question may not be as descriptive. An example of this can be seen 

in intervals. Instead of having the respondent answer with a specific number, he or she 

will selected an answer, say the answer is 21-30 miles. If a numerical data point is 

wanted for the regression, the author will have to determine if 21, 30, or even a number 

between 21 and 30 could be used to represent that interval. These situations complicate 

the empirical results. 

111ere are several different ways in which the survey can be conducted: mail, in

person interviews, and telephone surveys.l7 These are the methods most commonly used 

by economists in order to obtain data. Mail surveys are the cheapest and visual aids can 

be used. Time consumption is the downfall because mail surveys are labor intensive, 

especially if the surveyor stuffs and sends the papers themselves. There is also a delay in 

data retrieval as the surveyor must wait tor the survey to be returned. Also, the 

respondent may not return the surveyor tum it in incomplete. Whitehead (1999) believes 

a sample of 500 surveys would cost around $1500, according to his 2007 paper. 

Telephone and in-person interviews will most likely require the hiring of professionals, 

whether it is an automated telephone service or trained worker. The high cost of 

,(, Ibid .• 9. 

Champ CI ai, Nonmarket V'aluation. 4, \Vhitehead 1999,4, 
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telephone interviews is long distanee ealls or if the surveyor outsources the calling to an 

outside finn. The calling costs along with the hiring of a service will cost about $15-$40 

per interview. IS The last survey method is personal interviews, which is the most 

expensive. The costs are the downfall because if professionals are hired, which includes 

travel and time costs, it will be very expensive to conduct a survey. The estimated cost is 

$25-$50 per interview. A benefit of the in-person survey is that the respondent will 

answer all of the questions and visual aids can be used. A new method, very similar to 

the mail method, is online or email surveys.Websites.suchasSurveyMonkey.com. offer 

free use of their services for small surveys and charge for various levels of memberships 

for larger surveys. Surveys are written online and can be distributed via e-mail or posted 

on other wehsites. This approach allows a zero or little monetary cost structure, but is 

limited to people with intemet service. 

Choosing an elicitation method can depend on which type of survey is conducted. 

This is the manner in which willingness to pay is asked and measured. As mentioned 

above, there is the open-ended question of WTP which gives no bounds to the participant. 

This is considered to be the preferred method as it will give the respondent's maximum 

WTP and provides more information about the respondent's choiee. 19 The open-ended 

question also allows for the use of ordinary least squares regression models which are 

more straightforward than other statistical techniques20 One of the draw hacks of this 

;8 Champ et at, jVonmarket Valuation, 4, 

Mitchell (!f ai, Swwvs.99. 

:" Ibid.: Whitehead 8. 



method is that it can be hard for the respondent to make an accurate decision and many 

respondents do not answer the question.21 

20 

Until recently, one of the most widely used elieitation methods is the bidding 

game. This technique imitates a real auction, which is familiar to people, and will 

capture how much a person is willing to pay for a certain good.22 The auction format 

captures a respondent's maximum WTP with the highest bid. Obtaining WTP through 

this procedure creates biases from various aspects, such as the starting bid giving a value 

to the item. Also, if the starting price of the item is above an individual's WTP, thc 

revealed willin!,'l1css to pay amount increases. This will obtain biased results which can 

be found to be unacceptable. 

Another technique is the payment card developed by Mitchell and Carson. This 

technique yields a direct response from the participant by the use of a card displaying a 

large number of different dollar amounts. The question poscd to the respondent is "what 

amount on this card or any amount in between is the most that you would be willing to 

pay for the level of good being proposed.,,23 This method is more direct than an open

ended question by having various values listed as well as giving the respondent a blank to 

fill in his or her desired amount. Although this may seem to be a great method, its 

drawback is that there arc biased results related to the numbers listed on the card. 

Lastly, the take-it-or-leave-it approach determines a person's willingness to pay. 

This technique was developed by Bishop and Heberlein (1979, 1980)24 As suggested by 

21 Mitchell er aI, Using Surveys, 97> 

"Ibid .• 99. 

:' Ibld .• 100. 

24 Ibid .. 101. 
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its name, this method offers the good at one price from a list of many prices and the 

respondent will either pay the price or not. Each price from the list is given to equal 

numbers of respondents who are assigned the value randomly. This type of question is 

suitable for telephone interviews and mail surveys as each price can bc distributed 

equally. Take-it-or-Ieave-it is also useful in that it is an easier question for the respondent 

to answer as it is one binary question. Like all methods, take-it-or-leave-it has its 

drawbacks; it only obtains some WTP values and not a maximum willingness to pay. 

The main problem with this approach is obtaining the mean WTP through the valuation 

function or indirect utility function. Bishop and Heberlein argue that the area below a 

logistic or probit curve, fitted from the percentage of accepting respondents to each 

amount, equals the mean WTP 25 This raises the question ofthe behavior outside the 

range of the curve, the prices not used in the study. A variation of the take-it-or-Ieave-it 

method includes a follow up. If the respondent selects yes to the given price then a 

second question is asked with a price higher than the original, and vice versa ifhe or she 

says no. Although this may gain efficiency in the model, the same drawbacks from the 

take-it-or-Ieave-it approach remain26 

Another characteristic of the contingent valuation method is the fact that it is 

based around a hypothetical situation. This gives it the characteristics to obtain 

judlclments about the public good or service before any changes occur. It also captures 

willingness to pay amounts that include the existence values27 Gathering infoffi1ation on 

WTP for items that are not yet available on the market gives great foresight to the success 

25 Ibid .. 102. 

IbId .. 103. 

"Ibid., 89. 
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of the good or service. Policy makers can have a good understanding of the value of a 

project and determine if it is a worthwhile venture or the cost of a project at hand. An 

example of the contingent valuation method being used for an environmental project is in 

the legal case involving the Exxon Valdez oil spill. CVM placed a value on the 

environmental damage due to the oil spill which Exxon had to pay in the settlement28
. 

Many other methods rely on observed behavior which leads to difficulty obtaining 

existenee values. An existence value is the "value that individuals may attach to the mere 

knowledge of the existence of something.,,29 The existence value is important because it 

conld greatly affect an individual's willingness to pay for a specific good. Say if one 

person, in the topic area of this paper, knows a specific area that contains large numbers 

of elk, he or she may he willing to pay more for a license than someone who has hunted 

without ever seeing an elk. 

Besides the contingent valuation method, another popular approach to valuing 

environmental goods is with the travel cost method (TCM). Unlike the CVM where a 

direct question is asked about how much a person would be willing to pay in order to 

visit a specific site, TCM models use the cost of traveling and number of visits to a 

specific area as a substitute for price using a demand function30 There are single-site 

models as well as multiple-destination models in order to best capture an individual's 

trip. Although multiple-site models are used, single-site models are more common and 

23 Champ el ai, Nonmarket Valuation, 113. 

29 About-com: Economics, "Existence Value,"; available from 
ecollomics,aboutcomJlibrary!glossary;bldef-existence-valuc,htm; Internet; accessed 10 November 2008. 

-;t; John "A Comparison of the EHecr of Multiple Destination Trips on Recreation Benefits 
as Estimated by Travel Cost and Contingent Valuation Methods." Journal of Leisure Research 38, no. 1 
(2006): 46. 



will be the focus of this section:" Generally, the data collected is the cost ora day trip to 

the site, The site visited should be defined for type and use, For example, irthc site is a 

lake it may have a variety of uses: boating, fishing, camping, or swimming, Because 

certain activities are seasonal, the season should be defined32 When gathering this. 

information, there are some apparent drawbacks; the individual may have a multi-purpose 

trip. A single-purpose trip is one where the individual only participates in recreation at 

the site. The problem arises when he or she may take a side trip to go shopping, see 

ffiends, or run errands33 Single-purpose trips work well with the TCM but multiple 

purpose trips are harder to define as there is a "package of costs." Many studies use day 

trips only in order to make the assumption that are trips arc single purpose34 This is a 

significant assumption as a trip will yield a higher cost when other activities are 

incorporated. The contingent valuation method has potential to yield better results. It 

allows a person to directly respond with how much they would be willing to pay to visit a 

recreational site. 

The contingent valuation method was tirst used in a study in 1963 by Robert K. 

Davis in order to estimate the value of big game hunting in Maine35 Although the idea 

of using a "direct interview method" originated with resource economist Ciriacy-Wantrup 

in J 947 to pJace values on natural resources. Davis played a large role in CYM 

;; Champ et aI, .\'onmarkfll Va/uiifiort, 271. 

-. Ibid .. 279. 

1.j Ibid .. 280. 

·'Ibid. IlL 
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development36 This survey method did not catch on until the 1970's when other authors 

published studies varying from waterfowl hunting to visibility in the Four Corners region. 

The popularity of the method grew but so did the critics. A. Scott expressed his feeling 

that the contingent valuation method is a "short cut" due to his opinion, "ask a 

hypothetical question and you get a hypothetical answer.,,37 Various economists 

compared the results from the CVM to established methods of valuing recreation. 

According to Kevin Boyle, Bishop and Heberlein's study in 1979 demonstrated 

the validity of the contingent valuation method when comparing WTP for goose hunting 

between actual cash transaction, contingent valuation, and travel cost38 The results from 

this study concluded that all three methods yielded similar WTP results. Other 

economists tested their CVM results with other techniques. Robert Davis used a travel 

cost method; Arthur Darling used a property value model; and, Michael Hanemann used 

a generalized travel cost model. 39 All of these studies supported the idea that contingent 

valuation method yields similar results to the other techniques valuing goods such as 

recreation, hunting, and environmental issues. 

The use of contingent valuation by government agencies has also promoted its 

acceptance as a method of valuing environmental goods. A few organizations to use 

CVM are the U.S. Anny Corps of Engineers, the U.S. Environmental Protection 

Agency,40 and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration41 As morc 

361viitchell e! Using Surve.}'s, SiC 

}? Champ er af, Nonmarket Valuation. Ill. 

38 Ibid. 

Mitchell eI 
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research is being conducted with contingent valuation, the more credible it is becoming. 

This being said, the validity of the CVM relies on the survey itself The survey must be 

very thorough in its design in order to yield acceptable value estimates. 

Literature Review 

The contingent valuation method is used for a wide variety of recreational 

activities ranging from the economic value of windbreaks in Kansas to hunting and 

viewing bears in Alaska. As mentioned previously, CVM has been becoming 

increasingly popular in this field and is recognized by various federal and state agencies 

as a legitimate method in estimating non-market activities.42 Many economists and 

wildlife researchers also believe it is an acceptable method to use in these areas of 

research43 

The travel cost method is the main "competitor" ofthe contingent valuation 

method. TeM is also a process by which recreational sports can be valued and is 

frequently used by authors sueh as Sandrey et at (1983) and Loomis et at (2000) in 

conjunction with the contingent valuation method in order to aet as a comparison44 

Sandrey et al. (1983) use both methods for plicing policies for cow and calf elk 

licenses in Oregon.45 The authors attempt to discover the influencing factors affecting 

4j Champ ('[ aI, Nonmarket Valuation, lB. 

42 Brett Nt Fried, Richard M. Adams) Robert p, Berrcns, and Olvar Bergland, "Vv'iIlingness to Pay 
for a Change in Elk Hunting Quality," Wi!dl~le Society Bulletin 33, no. 2 (1995): 680. 

4.' Ibid. 

44 Loomis Cl a! 2003, 435. 

45 Ronald Sandrey. Steven 1. Buccola, and Daniel P. Metz, "Pricing Policies for Antlerless Elk 
Hunting Permits," Land Economics 59, 110.4 (1983): 435. 
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the demand for antler/ess elk in Oregon using the two methods for the nine hunting zones 

for Rocky Mountain elk. The travel cost method yielded high correlation between !be 

costs to access each of the various zones. This is due to the similar travel costs to each 

individual hunting zone.46 The CVM was also used in this study and the data was 

regressed using three functional forms. From this data using the exponential form, the 

study found its demand function for pricing policies.47 Sandrey et at concluded that they 

obtained better results in their study using the contingent valuation method rather than the 

travel cost method. 

This is similar to the focus of Loomis et al article, Using the demand/or hunting 

licenses to evaluate contingent valuation estimates of willingness to pay (2000). Loomis, 

Pierce, and Manfredo compare the willingness to pay for deer and elk non-resident 

licenses from CVM estimates with the historic variation (their TCM) in order to have a 

true comparison for criterion validity.48 The authors use dichotomous choice CVM and 

run a logistic regression to obtain mean WTP for an elk license of $164 with a 95% 

confidence interval of $149-179 and deer license mean of $72 with a 95% CI of $63-82. 

The actual license demand model which uses elk and deer license prices from 1965 to 

1995 yields $284 mean and $188-$576 95% CI for elk and a $148 mean with a 95% CI of 

$92-371 for deer49 The confidence intervals in this study do not overlap suggesting that 

the results from the CVM are statistically less than the actual WTP. According to 

46 Sandrey e/ at. "Pricing Policies for .Antlerless Elk Hunting Pennits," 435. 

,', fbit., 436. 

4S Loomis l'f al 435. 
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Loomis et ai, the contingent valuation often obtains results lower than the revealed 

preference method. 

Another study uses a very similar approach as Loomis et al (2000). Fix et al 

(2005) write a study about the validity of elk and deer license sales in Colorado using the 

contingent valuation method. As before, they use a hi storie data model based on elk and 

deer license price and quantity sold from 1975-1999. Instead of a dicbotomous choice 

format, the willingness to pay question is multiple choice. There are 10 different prices 

available for resident and nonresidents for deer and elk licenses as options in the WTP 

question. The respondent was given one of ten prices for each an elk and deer license 

and asked ifhe or she would purchase "I) a deer license, 2) elk license, 3) both and elk 

and deer license, or 4) neither." 50 Using a logistic regression, the authors were able to 

obtain predicted numbers of sales of deer and elk licenses in Colorado and compare the 

results to the data obtained from the Division of Wildlife. The results in this study are 

mixed. Using convergent validity, it is found that the difference between CVM and the 

historic data model (HOM) using elk license fees is not statistically different, suggesting 

convergence. On the other hand, using deer license prices, the HOM estimates are lower 

than CVM and are significantly different. They conclude that CVM underestimates the 

economic value of deer and elk hunting. 51 Fix et al conclude that the contingent 

valuation method provides useful information, especially with elk as its historic trend is 

stable and there is a high association between the estimated and "true" results. 

50 Peter J. Fix, Michaell Manfredo. and John B. LODmis, "Assessing Validity ofEik and Deer 
License Sales Estimated Contingent Valuation." Bulletin no,2 636, 

" Ibid., 640. 
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Dichotomous choice is a popular method used in determining a person's 

willingness to pay. It is part of the take-it-or-Ieave-it elicitation method mentioned 

above. Fried et at and Nguyen et at use it in their studies about elk hunting quality and 

option priees for hunting permits respectively. The two studies differ in their method of 

asking the willingness to pay question. Fried et at use the WTP question, "If the number 

of animals were sufficient to make it virtually certain that you would have an opportunity 

to shoot at an elk, would you be willing to pay $t additional to hunt?,,52 Instead of asking 

about additional cost above the current price of a license, Nguyen et al present total 

amounts to the respondent as their question is the maximum amount a person is willing to 

pay to be guaranteed a moose license in Maine. 53 After running regression models, both 

studies found good results. Nguyen ct at conclude that their model correctly predicted 

84% of the responses. Fried et al found their logistic regression model to be statistically 

significant and that their mean WTP fell within the range of a similar study conducted in 

Montana. The contingent valuation method using the dichotomous choice elicitation 

method yields significant results in the two studies. This shows support for its use in 

valuing recreational activities. 

Open-ended questions have also been used in studies to obtain a person's 

willingness to pay for a certain good. Two of these studies have been written by Cook 

and Cable (1990) and Miller et at (1995). Cook and Cable conducted a survey in order to 

determine the economic value of windbreaks for hunting in Kansas. The respondents 

were asked two questions in order to capture WTP: if hunting conditions remained the 

5' To N. Nguyen, \V. D, Shaw, Richard T. Woodward, Robert Paterson. and Kevin Boyle. "An 
Empirical Study of Option Prices for Hunting Permits," Ecological Economics 63. no. 2-3 (2007). 
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same, how much more would they be willing to pay in expenses in order to have similar 

hunting conditions and how much more they would pay if their game harvest doubled on 

the next trip54 Similarly, Miller et al asked how much more people would be willing to 

pay in expenses in order to for a wildlife-viewing or hunting trip for bears before they 

would no longer take the trip. Both studies used their results from the CVM data in 

regression models to find their results for net economic value and the significant 

contributing factors. Cook and Cable estimate the net economic value of windbreaks for 

hunting in Kansas to be at a minimum of $21.5 million55 Miller et al compare their 

WTP estimate to view or hunt bears of $485 to be acceptable because commercial bear-

viewing charter companies in Homer, Alaska charge $425-480 per person. 56 In both 

studies, the contiugent valuation method is used with acceptable results. 

The contingent valuation method is commonly used in estimating the economic 

value of various recreational activities. Although some authors suggest that there some 

flaws in the contingent valuation method, it is an accepted method in determining the 

value of various recreational activities and quasi-private goods by various federal and 

private organizations. The literature suggests the extensive possibilities of using 

contingent valuation, but implies the results will be underestimates. 

Determining the important variables in studies about hunting licenses is important 

in establishing ideas and comparisons for the results of this paper. The two studies which 

54 Philip S. Cook and Ted T. Cablco "The Economic Value of Windbreaks for Hunting," Wildl{fe 
Suciety Sui/ctin 18, no.3 (1990), 339 

55 Ibid .. 341 

51 Suzanne M. Miller, Sterling D. Miller. and Daniel W. McCollum, "Attitudes Toward and 
Relative Value of Alaskan Brown and Black Bears to Resident Voters, Resident Hunters, and Nonresident 
Hunters," L~rsus 10 (1998): 373. 
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have similar and useful variables are Fried et al. (1995) and Nguyen e/ al. (2007). The 

variables that are important in Nguyen et al. are expected total cost of hunting in log term 

and two interaction tem1S involving this total cost term with male (gender variable) and 

education. 57 These three variables are signitlcant to the 10% level. The expected total 

cost of hunting in log term and this variable interacting with education have positive 

coefficients. The total cost term interacting with male has a negative coefficient. 

Nguyen et al. find that cost, gender, and level of education play an important role in 

determining willingness to pay. 

Fried et al. (1995) find annual income and natural log of days hunted to be the 

two variables that are significant at the 5% level. Annual income has a positive 

coefficient while days hunted has a negative coefficient. For this study, an income 

greater than $30,000 will increase the hunter's willingness to pay and hunting more days 

will decrease WTP. A hunter's earnings and length of hunter are also significant 

deciding WTP. 

51 Nguyen et at (2007), 481. 



CHAPTER III 

SURVEY METHODOLOGY AND DATA OVERVIEW 

Survey Methodology 

The contingent valuation method requires a survcy or interview in order to gather 

the data for the study. In this particular study, the survey was conducted online using 

SurveyMonkey.com, a commonly used website for surveys. To select a group of 

respondents, the survey was posted on various online hunting forums, including 

ColoradoWaterFowl.com, MuleyMadness.com, and Elkcamp.com. The target group for 

this survey is elk hunters, which is why hunting forums were the only websites receiving 

the link to the survey. Each site has either a 'Big Game' or 'Elk Hunting' specific forum 

where the survey thread was posted. 214 people started the survey and 192 finished it for 

a completion percentage of 89.7%. This is a high response rate compared to other 

studies, although many of those were conducted via mail. The survey is relatively short 

as it contains 23 questions for both resident and non-resident hunters. Open-ended, 

multiple choice, and an int<.-rval question are the types of questions asked. A copy of the 

survey can be tClUnd in Appendix A. 

Three sections form this survey: general, dcmographic, and willingness to pay. 

The general questions consist of elk hunting related categories such as reason fClf hunting 

eik, various costs, means of hunting (rifle, archery, and muzzleloader), and success in 

31 
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harvesting an animal. These questions are ineluded to capture the individual's elk hunt in 

both cost and experience. It is also crucial to determine an individual's willingness to 

pay because one would think that successfully harvesting an animal, accumulating 

preference points, and spending large amounts of money for various costs will have an 

effect on increasing the respondent's willingness to pay. 

Demographic characteristics are a standard in conducting contingent valuation 

surveys or interviews. The demographic questions used inelude gender, age, personal 

annual income, and years of edueation. 

The willingness to pay section prest-'I1ts a hypothetical situation. To determine 

reasons why the Colorado Division of Wildlife would impose an increase in elk license 

fees, inquiry was made to the DOW. Julie Stiver, a biologist, advised that land 

development is the primary concern of the wildlife. 1 It is critical to protect high value 

land areas for elk and other species fi'om energy and land developers by acquiring 

conservation easements or outright purchase. These programs, as well as elear cutting 

patches of forest to promote aspen growth (a food source for elk) and winter feeding for 

areas having extremely harsh winter conditions, are included in the hypothetical situation 

as justifications for the increasing the price of elk licenses. 

The WTP section is adjusted to account for the substantial ditTerences between 

resident and nonresident licenses. The response to a question about Colorado residency 

direets the survey-taker to the appropriate "Residents" or "Non-Resident" portion of the 

survey. This is due to the large price difference between resident and non-resident 

j Contacted Julie Stiver via e-mail on 1 1124;2008 
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license fees. For the 2008 season, a resident of Colorado paid $592 for any elk license, 

whether it is a cow, bull, or either sex tag. On the other hand, non-resident hunters pay a 

much greater fee as a cow tag costs $254 and a bull or either sex permit has a $529 tee. 

In this study, the WTP inquiry is unique from other studies. It is a two part question; first 

the respondent is given a choice of nine $10 intervals for residents or nine $20 intervals 

for non-residents. This is followed by an open-ended question requesting the respondent 

to specify the maximum about he or she would be willing to pay. Although some studies 

express concern that the respondent is not as likely to provide an "accurate" response 

from an open-ended question as a closed-ended question. However, it was believed that 

in this survey, the dual question approach would narrow a respondent's willingness to 

pay. This method is used to combine the accuracy of a closed-ended question with the 

ease of analysis of an open-ended question. 

Data Overview 

This section will provide an overview of the data collected from the survey. 

Means, medians, maximum, and minimums will be used to analyze the data to show 

trends and interesting behavior whieh may help explain the results obtained from the 

regression models. It may also help in determining whether there are outliers in the data 

that could negatively affect the regressions. 

The real price of an elk license ilJf residents is 546, In order to present a more accurate cost of an elk 
license in the survey, $59 is used as the price includes the application fee ($3) and two habitat stamps ($10) 
which are required for the first two licenses purchased 
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TABLE 3.1 

Reason for Hunting 

Reason for Hunting Response Count (%) 

• 

Subsistence (food) 44 (22.2%) 

Sport (enjoyment) 147 (74.2%) 

Trophy (antlers/mount) 7 (3.5%) 

Looking at the results from the first question of the survey, the respondents are 

asked what their primary reason for elk hunting is. According to their responses, elk 

hunting is overwhelmingly done for sport, which the survey defines as enjoyment. Sport 

hunting yields 147 responses, or 74.2% of the total responses. Suhsistence hunting, 

defined as hunting for food, has second most with 44 responses. Receiving only seven 

responses, trophy hunting, hunting for the antlers/mount, is the least popular reason for 

hunting elk. These results are on par to what would be expected as sport hunting is the 

primary reason for elk hunting. With modern grocery stores, fewer people require 

hunting as a means for food so subsistence hunting receives fewer responses. The one 

surprising result is that trophy hunting received only seven responses, all from non

residents. With today's hunting shows and hunting companies' marketing schemes, 

which generally only involve trophy animals, one would think the number of trophy 

hunters would be higher. Also, the preference points required to hunt some game 

management units suggests the demand for trophy hunting at lcvels higher than reflected 

in this study. Some GMU's require ten or more preference points in order to obtain a bull 

license, which strongly implies that the unit possesses trophy elk. 



Expense 

Equipment 

Trip/Travel 

TABLE 3.2 

Equipment and Travel Costs 

Average Minimum 

$829.02 • $0 

$724.72 SO 
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Maximum 

$8,000 

$7,000 

The expenses incurred by hunters in order to travel and be fully equipped can be 

indicative of how much a person is willing invest to go elk hunting in Colorado. The 

results for expenses, equipment and trip/travel costs combined, have means of$829.02 

and $724.72, respectively. Adding these expenditures shows a total expense of$I,553.74 

for hunting during the 2008 season. This value is not much different from the Colorado 

2006 National Survey of Fishing, Hunting, and Wildlife-Associated Recreation data 

which has a trip expenditure of $1 ,4163 The difference will be even less if the 2006 

average were adjusted for inflation. The 2006 National Survey data gives foundation for 

my results as the two means arc similar. The equipment costs, which are specified as 

ammunition, firearms, clothing, and other items such as tents, have a median of $500, 

minimum of $0, and maximum of $8,000. This maximum is possibly an outlier because 

thc next highest equipment cost is $5,000 and the mean is only $829.02. With a 

difference of mean and median of $329. 02, this suggests that the data may not be 

distributed equally. The money spent on trip and travel related costs, lodging, food, gas 

or diesel, and other related fees, has a median of $500, minimum of $0, and a maximum 

of $7000. Again, the mean and median have a large difference, in this case $224.72. 

" 2006 National Survey of Fishing, Hunting, and \Vildhfe-Associated Recreation, 31 
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These values are not much different from the equipment costs, suggesting that people 

spend similar amounts on the equipment being used for elk hunting and the trip to their 

hunting camp. The median expenditure per person is $1,000, which is significantly lower 

than the mean of$1553.74. 

TABLE 3.3 

Harvest Results 

Successful harvest 2008 elk season Response count 

Yes 61 (31.0%) I 
No 126 (64.0%) 

Did not hunt 10 (5.1 %) 

Of the respondents who hunted during the 2008 elk season, 61 (of 187) 

successfully harvested an animal. This is a 32.6% success rate which is significantly 

higher than the average which is about 23%, calculated from all manners of take harvest 

success rate from the 1999 to 2007 elk seasons4
• The 2008 harvest summary is currently 

unavailahle so there is no basis for comparison between the sample's success rate of 

32.6% and the overall harvest rate. Even so, a 9.6% higher successful harvest rate, 

compared to the '99-'07 seasons, is dramatic and without explanation. One possibility is 

that some respondents were not candid in their responses. This deviation from the data 

from the Colorado Division of Wildlife could also be explained if the respondents over 

represented the population that successfully harvested an animal. Ofthe successful 

4 Colorado Division of\Vildlife. "Archived Big Game Statistics": available from. 
http:/ \vildlifc.state.co.us/Hunting/BigGameiStatistics! .tvchivedStatistics.htm: Internet: accessed 11 
Fcbrurary 2009. 
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hunters, 28 harvested a bull, 25 harvested a cow, and scven successfully harvested both a 

bull and a cow. 

TABLE 3.4 

Manner of Take 

Manner of Take Response Count Response Percent 

Rifle 143 71.9% 

Archery 99 49.7% 

Muzzleloader 53 26.6% 

The "manner of take" is measured in a question asking the respondents to check 

which type(s) of hunting they participate in. A hunter is allowed to hunt all three 

manners of take ifhe or she desires and successfully draws the licenses. In the responses, 

rifle hunting is the most popular with 143 responses. This is not surprising because rifle 

season draws in the most hunters. According to the 2007 Harvest Summary from the 

Colorado Division of Wildlife, 176,397 of 227,262 hunters purchased a license for rifle 

season. This is an overwhelming 77.6% of the total number ofhunters5 The survey has 

rifle accounting for 71.9% of the three types of hunting. These values differ by about 

6%, suggesting the survey yields similar results as the true proportion of hunters in 

Colorado. Archery is the second most used manner of take from the survey as 99 of 199 

respondents seleeted it. This translates to 49.7% of the respondents archery hunt 

compared to only 16.4% oflhe total from the same 2007 Harvest Summary. Although 

archery is over represented, in both the survey and the DOW's information it is the 

COlorado Division of\Vildlife, "2007 Harvest Summary": available from 
http:: wildlife. state.w. usiNRJrdonlyTes/EF5 AO F 6C-FB96-4 B25-AC4 7-
8643EDgS7FFF'O/2007StatewideElkHarvest.pdf; Internet; accessed 11 January 2009.3,6< 
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second most popular manner of take. This leaves muzzleloader hunting to be the least 

popular, whether from demand of the sport or number oflieenses. 53 people in the 

survey hunt using a muzzleloader, which is 26.6% of total responses. Again, this is an 

over representation of the true proportion of 6.0% of all Colorado hunters. Although all 

the proportions do not match up, the three manners of take are ordered in the same 

sequence as the 2007 Harvest Summary. These percentages do not add up to 100 because 

each respondent can select multiple manners of take. 

The average days hunted is 7.37. This is reasonable as archery season lasts 30 

days, muzzleloader season is 9 days, and nonnal rifle season ranged from 4-9 days during 

the 2008 season. The days hunted has a median of 6, minimum of 0, and maximum of 

100. One may think 100 days is not possible, but there are some game management units 

that allow private land to be hunted from Sept. I to Jan. 31 6 This could possibly be an 

outlier as the next highest days hunted is 30 or even a mistake, as the respondent could 

have meant 10 days. Both the mean and median are realistic value and fall within almost 

every season no matter which manner of hunting it is. 

Although not many, 29 hunters paid to hunt private land or hire a guide. Of these, 

21 paid to hunt on private land. This indicates that 168 people hunted public lands, 

which includes National Forests, Bureau of Land Management lands, State Wildlife 

Areas, and more. The 12 hunters who paid to hunt private land on average paid 

$1,185.71. This means that nine hunters hunted their own property or a friend's land. 

Eight people hired a guide; these hunters are all non-residents. The average amount paid 

for a guiding service is $2,293.88. 

(, Colorado Division of\Vildhfc, "Big Game Brochure," 26. 
Note: the 2008 Big Game brochure has been removed from the Colorado Division of\Vildlifc's website.lt 
is replaced \vith the 2009 Big Game brochure. 
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Now looking at the years of experience hunting elk could possibly lead to an 

explanation for the higher-than-norrnal success rate of harvesting an elk. The average 

number of years hunting elk is 11.71 with a median of eight. Zero in the minimum 

numbers of years hunting while 42 is the maximum. In looking at these values as well as 

the actual data, it appears the respondents as a whole are experieneed elk hunters, which 

could help explain the above average harvest rate. As people say, experience comes with 

age. The mean age of the respondents is 40.51 years with a median of 40. The youngest 

hunter is 16 while the oldest is 68. Figure 3.1 shows the age distribution in five year 

intervals: 

Figure 3.1 

Age Distribution 
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When grouping ages together in these intervals, 36-40 is the largest group with 34 

people and 26-30 is the next biggest with . The distribution of ages is almost shows 
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natural variation', bell shaped, except for the two interval adjoining 36-40. Although it is 

not perfectly symmetric, it shows a desirable distribution among the respondents as it 

shows a general pattern for natural variation. 

Similarly to the age distribution, income is almost naturally distributed. The flaw 

occurs towards the end there is an increase in the number of people making over 

$180,000, with nine people in those two intervals. Even with the slight inerease, the data 

shows sought -after distribution among the various income intervals. 

Figure 3.2 

Income Distribution 
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For statistics of income distribution, the largest group is $40,001-60,000 with 52 

people in that category. In order to obtain usable numbers for the regression analysis, 

/\ graph with a high center and tapered sides is bell shaped. A ben shaped graph shows natural 
variation. 
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each income interval is assigned a specific number; in this case the whole number in the 

middle is chosen to the nearest ten thousand. For example, for $60,001-80,000 the 

number used is $70,000. Using these constant numbers, the mean individual income is 

$71,224.49 and median of$70,000. These values are much larger than the average per 

capita income of$38,388 in the United States, 2007 measurement.s According to these 

numbers, a hunter has earnings well above the average American. The higher income 

could be due to the "tail" found on the income distribution having seven respondents 

earning over $200,001. The minimum income is zero which was given by the youngest, 

16, and one of the oldest, 61, respondents. 

There could possibly be a correlation between education and income. For the 

years of education, the mean is 15.06 and the median is 15. The two values are 

essentially the same, which shows good results as there is not a likelihood of outliers. 15 

years of schooling is equivalent to having three years of college education, equivalent to 

at least an associate's degree at most universities. This could explain the higher mean 

income because a male with an associate's degree has a mean income of$47,575 9 This 

being said, the minimum years of education in the survey is four, which is equivalent to 

completing fourth grade. Even with the fewest years of education, this respondent has an 

annual income of$60,001-80,000. The maximum schooling is 21 years which is 

comparable to five years of graduate school. According to the survey, elk hunters, on 

g The \Vorld Bank., "World Development Indicators United States GDP per capita 200T'; available 
Irom htlp:!!O-ddp-
ext worldbank.org. tiger .co loradoco lIege. edu:ext/D D PQQ!mcmbcr .do?methodC

" getMembers&userid"'-l &qu 
eryld,o-6; Internet; accessed 14 January 2009. 

"U,S. Census Bun::.:au, "Current Population Survey: Annual Social and I::conomic Supplement"; 
available from http::' pubdb3.census.govfmacro/03200T:perinc/nc\v04 __ 0 1 O.htm; Internet; accessed 26 
March 2009 
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average, are more educated than the typical person as the average American has an 

average 12 years of schoolingHl 

The last st-'Ction of the survey includes the willingness to pay questions. WTP is 

very important in this study, as it is the dependent variable for the regression models. In 

looking at the combined data, residents and non-residents, of the open-ended question 

asking how much more a person is willing to pay, there is a mean of$32.05, median of 

$16, minimum 0[$0, and maximum of$279. Although it is interesting to look at the data 

as a whole, it is more beneficial to look at the results in terms of residents and non-

residents because of the price difference in licenses: $59 for residents vs. $254 (cow) or 

$529 (either sex/bull) for non-residents. In order to determine which set of willingness to 

pay questions the respondent would answer, there is a question of whether the person is a 

resident of Colorado. The results showed that 101 respondents are residents (48.6%) and 

107 are non-residents (51.4%). It is beneficial that there is almost an equal number 

Coloradans as out-of-towners when running regressions because there will basically be 

equal sample sizes for the two regression models. 

Beginning with residents, 94 people responded to this question. The two intervals 

receiving the most responses are $0 and $1-10, each having 24. Table 3.4 includes all the 

intervals with their respective number of responses. 

NatioIl!V1astcccom. "Education Statistics: Average Years ofScnooling of Adults by Country": 
available from http://www.nationmaster.com!graphfedu.

M 
avc._sea ___ o(.sch".of...adu-education-average-years-

schooling-adults; Internet; accessed 27 March 2009. 
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TABLE 3.5 

Willingness to Pay (Residents) 

WTP Interval Response Count (%) 

$0 24 (25.5%) 

$1-10 24 (25.5%) 

$11-20 12 (12.8%) 

$21-30 3 (3.2%) 

$31-40 ~ (2.1 %) L. 

$41-50 7 (7.4%) 

$51-60 3 (3.2%) 

$61-70 7 17.4% ) 

$71+ 12 (12.8%) 

As mentioned above, this question is used in order to narrow a person's specific 

willingness to pay. $10 intervals are used since a rcsident license is only $59. The next 

question is "Based on your answer above, specify the exact amount you will be willing to 

pay more than the current price, 2008-$59," which is the value that will be used as the 

dependent variable. 

TABLE 3.6 

Basie Statistics of Willingness to Pay (Residents) 

Variable ! Observations Mean Standard Error 95% Conf. Interval 
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The results showed a mcan of $27.49 and median of $1 0.50. This suggests a wide 

rangc of data as the mean and median differ by $16.99, which is large considering the 

two values. As can be secn in Table 3.4, the minimum value is $0 while the maximum is 

$200. The values show a wide range of data that can explain the differences between the 

mean and median. 

The non-resident data shows similar distributions as the resident results. The two 

categories receiving the most results are $0 and $1-20. 42 non-residents are not willing 

to pay any more money for an elk license than they already arc. This is a higher number 

than the residents who chose this category, but it is understandable as a non-resident is 

paying a much higher price for a license, either $254 or $529. 

TABLE 3.7 

Willingness to Pay (Non-Residents) 

WTP Interval ! Response Count (%) 

i 
$0 42 (40.4%) 

I 

$1-20 18 (17.3%) 

$21-40 13 (12.5%) 
I 

$41-60 10 (9.6%) I 
$61-80 4 (3.8%) 

$81·100 8 (7.7%) 

$101·120 2 (1.9%) 

$121·140 2 (1.9%) 

$141+ 5 (4.8%) 
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The mean willingness to pay more for an elk license is $36.16 and median of $20. 

Again, there is a sizable difference between the two values which could explained by 

having nine people willing to pay over $100, five of whom would pay over $141. Tbe 

minimum WTP is $0 and the maximum is $279. This is a large range in the data that can 

account for the difference in the mean and median. Three individuals responded that 

their WTP is over $200. 

TABLE 3.8 

Basic Statistics of Willingness to Pay (Non-Residents) 

Variable Observations Mean Standard Error 95% Conf. Interval 

WTP 104 36.16346 5.329896 25.59287-46.73405 

The price of a non-resident elk license is considered to be expensive by many 

respondents, as 40.4% chose $0 for their WTP morc. As a substitute for a Colorado elk 

license, the respondents are asked if the price of the license increases to an amount more 

expensive than other states' fees, such as New Mexico, Wyoming, Montana, and other 

states, if they would hunt in the other state. 77 (74.8%) people responded that they would 

hunt in another state and 26 (25.2%) would still hunt in Colorado. This reflects the 

willingness of consumers to switch one good to a substitute when the original good 

becomes more expensive. A quarter of the respondents chose to continue hunting in 

Colorado ifits license becomes more expensive than anoth(,'f state's fee. There are a 

couple of possible explanations for this. Of the 26 who would continue hunting in 

Colorado, 7 harvested animals and three hunted private land. A person could feel than 
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additional costs arc worth hunting familiar areas, whether it is private or public land, or if 

they feel they have a greater chance ofharvcsting an animal in Colorado. 

Overall, the typical Colorado elk hunter defined by this survey is a middle aged 

male who has a higher income than the average American and has three years of college 

or university education. Hc is also a skilled elk hunter with almost 12 years of hunting 

experience and a 32.6% success rate. 



CHAPTER IV 

MODELS AND RESULTS 

Expected Results 

Before creating the survey, it is important to consider variables that could 

possibly be significant in determining a hunter's willingness to pay for an elk license in 

Colorado. Once questions have been posed, predicting the descriptive variables is helpful 

in determining possible regression models. 

For both residents and non-residents, the coefficient of an individual's annual 

income should be an important determinant of willingness to pay. In the case of this 

study, an elk license is considered to be a normal good. An overwhelming majority of 

hunters pursue elk for sport/enjoyment, so it is not seen as a necessary food source. In 

economic theory, the demand for normal goods increases when income increases. I Thus, 

for Colorado elk licenses, a person should be willing to pay more when his or her income 

increases, or when their income is higher compared to other hunters'. In this study, there 

is a broad range of data for income ranging from $0 to over $200,001. 

Although there could possibly be correlation between income and all costs 

involved with the trip. it seems that cost variables, including equipment, trip!travel, guide 

fees, and private land. would be important in determining WTP. Thus, if an individual 

incurs $1000 in expenses annually when hunting elk then he or she would likely be 

) The panial derivative of quantity with respect to income is positive{cQicY >0) 

47 
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willing to pay $30 more for a license rather than not hunt that year. The marginal eost of 

the trip inereases by 3% from the previous year with the higher priced license. Thus, it is 

expected that 3QI3C >0. 

We expect that preference points, harvesting an elk, and trophy hunting will be 

statistically significant in determining WTP. Preference points are predicted to be a 

significant factor because of their use in obtaining an elk license in Colorado. As 

described in the introduction, an individual can accumulate preference points in order to 

hunt more desirable areas that wi!! either allow for a greater chance of harvesting an 

animal or hunt for a trophy bulL Each year when a person does not draw a license, he or 

she receives a preference point and a partial refund of their money. Preference points are 

basically an investment because they require time and money to accumulate. A person 

with accumulated preference points has a greater probability of hunting a desired game 

management unit and thus is expected to have a greater willingness to pay; 3QIDPP >0. 

The coefficient of preference points will be positive. 

Knowing that people are willing to wait ten or more years in order to have the 

opportunity of harvesting a trophy bull is why trophy hunting seems like it would be 

significant in determining a hunter's willingness to pay. Trophy bulls are found all over 

the state, even areas where an over-the-counter tag allows people to hunt. Even so, they 

are more prevalent on the trophy game management units and Ranching for Wildlife 

ranches. If a person is truly hunting for the trophy, there is a chance that he or she would 

hunt private land, hire a guide, and possibly have saved preference points. These factors 

all seem to point towards a higher willingness to pay for an elk license, so trophy hunting 

will have a positive coeftlcicnt in the regression equation. 
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Lastly, harvesting an elk seems suitable to be one of the descriptive variables 

included in the model. Harvesting an animal will naturally increase the enjoyment. This 

enthusiasm will support the expenditure of more money, increasing a hunter's willingness 

to pay. Conversely, the lack of success could reasonably be expected to dampen the 

eagerness and end enjoyment. Therefore reduce the WTP for the license. 

Correlation 

The correlation between two variables, put simply, is how much one of the 

variables affects the other. It is measured by a correlation coefficient, which is defined as 

"a measure oflinear dependence between two random variables that does not depend on 

units of measurement and is bounded between - I and 1.,,2 Asswne that u and x are the 

two variables being examined. When the coefficient is zcro, it means that u has no effect 

on x and they can easily be included together in the regression model. lfu and x have a 

correlation coefficient of I, they positively affect each other in a perfectly linear manner, 

meaning that u and x will travel in the same direction as each other. If the coefficient is 

-1, then they will move in opposite directions as their linear relation with have a negative 

slope. lfu and x are highly correlated, they may present the problem of multi-

collinearity. Multi-collinearity is an issue that needs to be avoided since it affects thc 

coefficient estimates of the explanatory variables. Ifu and x arc multi-collinear 

variables, the predictive quantity u has on the dependent variable will not be accurate 

because u will be atfected by variable x. A complete chart of the correlation coefficients 

from the full data set is available in Appendix B. 

;: Jeffrey M. \Vooldridge.lntroductory Econometrics: A lvlodcrn Approach," (Cincinnati. OH: 
South-Western College. lOOO). 860 
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In looking at the correlation coefficient chart, there are no two variables that have 

high correlation coefficient. The two variables with the highest correlation are Guide and 

Guide $ with a correlation coefficient of 0.778. Guide is the qualitative variable 

determining if the respondent hired a guide: I ifthe respondent hired a guide and 0 

otherwise. Guide $ is the cost of hiring the guiding service. It is understandable that 

these two variables show some correlation because when someone hires a guide they will 

have to pay tor the services. 

Other pairings of variables that show the next highest correlation are Harvest with 

Cow and Bull. Harvest is a qualitative variable that takes a value of I when the 

respondent harvested an elk during the 2008 season. Cow and Bull are also qualitative 

variables that determine what sex the harvested animal is: a value of I when the elk was a 

cow or bull and 0 if otherwise. Harvest with Bull has a correlation coefficient of 0.685 

while Harvest and Cow has a coefficient of 0.604. The correlation between these 

variables is logical because when a respondent harvests an elk, it will either be a cow or a 

bull. 

TABLE 4.1 

Five Highest Correlated Variables 
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When looking at the subsets of data, resident and nonresident results separately, 

the only perfectly correlated variables are Sport and Subsistence for residents. They have 

a correlation coefficient of -1, so they are perfectly inversely correlated. This occurs 

because no residents hunted elk for a trophy. Trophy, Subsistence, and Sport are al1 

qualitative variables from thc same question, so Trophy+ Sport+ Subsistence= 1. When 

trophy is excluded from the results, Sport+ Subsistence= 1. This means that Sport and 

Subsistence cannot appear in the regression model together. 

Regression Models 

Determining which factors affect a hunter's willingness to pay for an elk license 

in Colorado is the focus of this study. In order to do so, regression models will be found 

that show the explanatory variables which significantly affect the WTP. When asking the 

respondents their willingness to pay, $0 is an option. In the results, 24 residents and 42 

non-residents are not willing to pay more than the current price of a license. This 

suggests that zero is a weighted response in the dependent variable. In order to account 

for this, a Tobit model is used. The Tobit model is defined as 

v=y'* f'y *>0 " i I 'j I 

Y,=o il'u'SO . ..~ i 

"where y,* is the latent dependent variable, Yi is the observed dependent variable, Xi is the 

vector ofthe independent variables, ~ is the vector of coefficients, and the oi'S are 

assumed to be independently normally distributed."] Ordinary Least Squares cannot be 

:; Lee Sigdman and Langche Zeng, "Analyzing Ceus.ored and Sample-Selected Data with Tobit 
and Heckit Models," Political Analysis 8, no. 2 (1999),168. 
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used in this situation because it will have downward biased results with the inclusion of 

the zero values. Stata, a commonly used data analysis program, is used to run the 

necessary Tobit models. 

In order to find appropriate models, the data is split into the resident and non-

resident sections. The reason for this is the difference in the costs between resident and 

non-resident licenses. A $1 increase in willingness to pay for a resident's $59 license is 

proportionally greater than a $1 increase in a non-resident's WTP of either $254 or $529 

license fee. This disproportion is best solved by using the two different models. 

The price differenee in license costs for non-residents also poses a problem. In 

the survey, a respondent was not asked to specify whether he or she purchased a cow, 

bull, or either-sex tag so it is impossible to know which type oflicense their willingness 

to pay corresponds to. For this study, it will be assumed that a non-resident's WTP is for 

a bull/either-sex license based on the faet that the survey results show only non-residents 

trophy hunt and they harvested more bulls than cows. 

TABLE 4.2 

Definition of Variables 

Variable 

WTP 

I Equip 

Trip 

Distance 

Definition Variable 

Willingness to pay in addition to Age 
current license fee, in dollars 
Equipment costs, in dollars Education 
(ammunition, firearms, clothes, 
etc.) 
Trip/travel costs. in dollars Y rs Hunted 
(gasoline, lodgjng, food, etc,) 

lv1iles traveled to reach hunting SubSIstence 
location 

Definition 

Age in years 

Years of schooling 

Years hunting elk 

Qualitative variable, 
I-hunts for food, 0- otherwise 
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TABLE 4.2 Continued 

Variable Definition Variable Definition 

Guide I Qualitative variable: Harvest Qualitative variable. 
I-hired guide, 0- otherwise I- harvested elk in 2008 season 

0- otherwise 
GuideFee Cost of hiring guide, in dollars : Cow Qualitative variable, 

1- harvested cow, 0- otherwise 
Bull Qualitative variable, I-harvested pp Qualitative variable, 

bull, 0 otherwise I-has preference points for 2009 
season, 0- otherwise 

Private Qualitative variable, Nonfisher Qualitative variable, 
I-hunted private land, 0- I- does not fish, 0- fishes 
otherwise 

Rifle Qualitative variable, I-Rifle Female Qualitative variable, 
hunted, 0 otherwise I- female, 0- male 

Archery Qualitative variable, I- Arehery Income Annual personal income, in dollars 
hunted, 0 otherwise 

Muzzleloader Qualitative variable, Substitute Qualitative variable, 
I- Muzzleloader hunted, I- if would hunt other state if CO 
0- otherwise became more expensive, 0- otherwise 

In order to obtain the final regressions for the models, a multi-step process is 

used. First, a regression with all variables is run. The most significant variables stay in 

the equation and the others are removed. From this point, one variable is added at a time. 

Variables are included and removed for each regression until the best model is obtained. 

To narrow the model to the most informative explanatory variables, the overall 

significance and descriptive value of the model is inspected. The significance of the 

equation can be determined when examining the p-values of each variable individually as 

well as chi-squared statistic value and "Prob > chi-squared" statistic. The chi-squared 

statistic value should be as large as possible and the Prob > chi-squared statistic should be 

as small as possible to show overall significance. When the chi-squared statistic is large 

the Prob > chi-squared should be small, implying that the equation as a whole is 

significant, i.e. a test of the joint hypothesis: 



The null hypothesis is rejected at the 5% level when Prob > chi-squared is .05 or less. 

Rejecting the null hypothesis indicates at least one of the explanatory variables is 

significantly different from O. The explanatory variables need to make sense in 

describing their effect on the willingness to pay based on its theoretical sign and 

magnitude of the coefficient. 

TABLE 4.3 

Resident Tobit Regression Model 

Tobit regression 

Log likelihood = -326.41196 

Nurnbe r of obs 
LR chi 2 (7) 
Prob > chi 2 
pseudo R2 

wtp coef. Std. Err. t p>ltl [95% conf. 

rifle 26.57238 15.30528 1.74 0.087 -3.924067 
archery 16.37227 11.71074 1.40 0.166 -6.961886 

female 66.57215 45.13514 1.47 0.144 -23.36158 
equip -.0145691 .0069271 -2.10 0.039 -.0283716 

land .0814783 .0240207 3.39 0.001 .0336159 
subsistence -27.34766 10.59414 -2.58 0.012 -48.45695 

income -.0001019 .0001364 -0.75 0.457 -.0003737 
_cons 17.4604 20.76849 0.84 0.403 -23.92l72 

/sigma 42.59184 4.043212 34.53556 

Obs. summary: 21 left-censored observations at wtp<=O 
60 uncensored observations 
o right-censored observations 

. mfx compute, predict(e(O,200)) 

Marginal effects after tobit 
y = E(wtpIO<wtp<200) (predict, e(0,200)) 

43.301866 

dy/dx Std. Err, z P>I zl 95% C.I. 1 variable I 
rifle* 11.64551 5.97098 1.95 0.051 -.057389 23.3484 

archery*' 8.084789 5.8312 1.39 0.166 -3.34416 19.5137 
female'" 46.3573 38.855 1.19 0.233 -29.7978 122.512 
equip -.0071402 .00335 -2.13 0.033 .013699 -.000581 

land .0399318 .01208 3.31 0.001 .016257 .063607 
subsis~e* -13 .06471 4.98779 -2.62 0.009 -22.8406 -3.28883 

income -.0000499 .00007 -0.75 0.454 .000181 .000081 

(*) dy/dx is for discrete change of dummy variable from 0 to 1 

81 
22.51 

0.002l 
0.0333 

Interval] 

57.06882 
39.70642 
156.5059 

-.0007667 
.1293407 

-6.238366 
.0001699 
58.84251 

50.64811 

X 

.82716 
.469136 
.012346 
685.531 
26.5432 
.419753 
65555.6 

54 
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Table 4.3 displays the final model for the residents. The top table shows the 

results from the Tobit model and the lower table shows the Tobit results into values 

comparable to OLS estimates. The "marginal effects after Tobit" computes the marginal 

effects based on the fitted value calculated at the means of the regressors. While the first 

table is important, the second table will be used for a majority of the data analysis 

because we are interested in marginal effects of each variable on WTP. 

The equation as a whole is statistically significant because the chi-squared value 

is 22.51 and the Prob > chi-squared stat is 0.0021. When looking at the "marginal effects 

after Tobit" tablc, it can be seen that there are a few variables that are not statistically 

significant at the 10% level, a p-value larger than 0.10. 

Beginning with the most statistically significant variable, land has a t-stat of 3.31 

with a p-value of 0.001. It is significant at the 1% level. Land is the amount of money 

spent to hunt private land. With a coefficient of 0.04, it means that for each additional 

dollar spent on private land access a hunter's willingness to pay increases by 

approximately $0.04, ceteris paribus. The average amount spent to hunt private land is 

$1075. This means that the average person who pays to hunt private land is willing to 

pay about $43 more than the current license fee. This is both statistically significant and 

economically large. 

i\nother cost variable in this model is equipment. This variable measures the 

amount of money a hunter spends on various hunting ('"quipmenl items such as 

ammunition, tireanns, and clothing. It has a t-stat of -2.13 and p-value of 0.033 so it is 

significant at the 5% level. Holding all other variables constant, a one dollar increase in 

equipment expenditures decreases willingness to pay about $0.007. With the average 
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resident equipment costs being $679.77, this could be a decrease in willingness to pay of 

$4.76. Equipment costs have the opposite sign of what was expected. The original 

prediction stated that the costs would have a positive affect towards willingness to pay. 

Equip is a variable that was always signifIcant so it holds a place in thc final model even 

though the sign is not as predicted. 

Subsistence and rifle are qualitative variables that are statistically significant in 

the resident model. Subsistence has a t-stat of -2.62 and p-value of 0.009 so it is 

significant at the 1 % level. It is a qualitative variable that has a value of 1 when the 

hunter primarily hunts for subsistenee and zero for sport hunters. A resident subsistence 

hunter is willing to pay $13.06 less for a license than a sport hunter, ceteris paribus. No 

residents of Colorado trophy hunt, so they have the option of being sport or subsistence 

hunters. These two variables caunot be included in the equation together due to multi

collinearity. 

Archery and rifle are both variables showing types of hunting possible. Rifle has 

a t-stat of 1.95 with a p-value of 0.051, so it is significant at the 10% level. Holding all 

other variables constant, a rifleman is willing to pay $11.65 more for an elk license than 

someone who may hunt using a muzzleloader or bow. The archery variable has a t-stat of 

1.39 with a p-value of 0.17. . It is not statistically significant at the 10% level so no 

direct analysis can come from its coet1ieient. 

It should be noted that income is not statistically signifieant at the 10% level. It 

has at-statistic of-0.75 with a p-value of 0.46. This suggests that income has no effect 

on a hunter's decision of willingness to pay for an elk license. It is surprising that it is 
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not an important factor in the decision making. This may suggest that hunters place a 

high value on elk licenses no matter the size of their income. 

Overall, various costs and a means of take are signitlcant in determining a 

resident hunter's willingness to pay. The expenses of hunting private land and equipment 

have opposite effects on WTP. The way and reason people hunt also prove to be 

significant in their decision making. 

TABLE 4.4 

Non-Resident Regression Model 

Tobit regression 

LOg likelihood = -333.09991 

wtp coef. 

harvest 35.40027 
distance .0284038 

trophy 50.76812 
tri p .0225916 

ri fl e -51.66106 
income -.0001891 

substitute -32.70093 
_cons 7.984766 

/sigma 67.64065 

std. Err. t 

18.67786 1.90 
.011445 2.48 

28.97237 1. 75 
.0075572 2.99 
17.37364 -2.97 
.0002035 -0.93 
17.82209 -1.83 
24.78416 0.32 

6.86441 

Number of obs 
LR chi2(7) 
prob > chi2 
pseudo R2 

p> I t I [95% conf. 

0.062 -1. 749236 
0.015 .0056401 
0.083 -6.856766 
0.004 .0075606 
0.004 -86.21653 
0.355 -.0005938 
0.070 -68.14836 
0.748 -41. 30993 

53.98761 

Obs. summary: 3S left-censored observations at wtp<=O 
SS uncensored observations 
o right-censored observations 

. mfx compute, predict(e(0,279)) 

Marginal effects after tobit 
y E(wtpIO<wtp<279) (predict, e(0,279)) 

59.975341 

variable dy/dx Std. Err. z p> I Z i' 95% c. I. 

harvest* 15.80208 8.93887 1.77 0.077 -1. 71778 33.3219 
distance .0117953 .00472 2.50 0.012 .002554 .021037 

trophy· 25.25171 16.856 1. 50 0.134 -7.78614 58.2896 
tri p .0093817 .00318 2.95 0.003 .00315 .015613 

ri fl e* -22.85669 8.03644 -2.84 0.004 -38.6078 -7.10556 
income .0000785 .00008 -0.93 0.352 -.000244 .000087 

substi-e* -14.56007 8.41549 -1. 73 0.084 -31.0541 1. 93399 

C"') dy/dx is for discrete change of dummy variable from 0 to 1 

90 
26.99 

0.0003 
0.0389 

Interval] 

72.54978 
.0511674 
108.393 

.0376225 
-17.10559 

.0002156 
2.746498 
57.27946 

81. 29368 

x 

.266667 
1349.09 
.077778 
1197.39 
.633333 
75111.1 
.744444 
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Table 4.4 displays the final non-resident Tobit regression. Again, the Tobit model 

itself is the top table. Below it is a table that transforms the Tobit results into values that 

are comparable to OLS data analysis. There are 35 left-censored observations, the 

number of zeros for willingness to pay associated with this model. Overall, the equation 

is statistically significant because there is a chi-squared value of26.99 and Prob> chi

squared statistic of 0.0003. Also, all the variables are statistically significant at a=O.l 0 

while the constant is insignificant. Data analysis will be base on the second table as it 

shows the marginal effects on willingness to pay. 

Looking at the variables individually, trip is the most statistically significant. It 

has at-stat of2.95 and p-value of 0.003, so it is statistically significant at the I % level. 

Its coefficient is 0.0094 which means that for everyone dollar increase in trip/travel costs 

the individual's willingness to pay inereases by approximately $0.01, ceteris paribus. 

The average trip cost tor a non-resident is $1, I 08.48 which means that their willingness 

to pay for an elk license increases by $11.08. As mentioned before, the more a person is 

willing to spend on an elk hunting trip the more he or she should be willing to pay for the 

license. 

Rifle is the second most significant variable with a t-stat of -2.84 and p-value of 

0.004. It is si!,'11iticant at the 1 % level. Rifle is a qualitative variable taking on a value of 

I if the respondent hunts elk in Colorado using a rifle and 0 otherwise. Its coefficient 

suggests that when a non-resideut rifle hunts in Colorado he or she is willing to pay 

$22.86 less than an archery or muzzleloadcr hunter, ail other variables held constant. 65 

of 108 non-resident hunters pursue elk with a rifle in Colorado. 
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The distanee traveled to reach one's hunting location is another significant 

variable. Distance has a t-stat of 2.50 and p-value of 0.0 12 so it is signitlcant at the 5% 

level. This variable has the potential to greatly affect the magnitude of willingness to pay 

as non-resident hunters are not limited to the United States. For every extra mile traveled 

a hunter is willing to pay $0.01, ceteris paribus. For the non-residents, the distance 

traveled has a maximum of 3,200 miles and average of I ,250.67 miles. This translated to 

an increase in WTP of$32 and $12.51, respectively. 

Harvest and substitute are the two variables that are only significant at the 10% 

level. Substitute has a t-stat of -1.73 with a p-value of 0.084. It is a qualitative variable 

that indicates whether or not the respondent would hunt a different state is a Colorado elk 

license became more expensive than another's fees. It has a coefficient of -14.56. This 

means that a hunter who is willing to hunt another state is willing to pay $14.56 less for a 

Colorado elk license. They main point to take from this variable is that the coefficient is 

negative showing that hunters greatly consider the cost of an elk license. The last 

explanatory variable is harvest, which is a qualitative variable that shows whether or not 

the person harvested an elk during the 2008 season. It has a t-stat of 1.77 and p-value of 

0.077. Ifa hunter harvested an elk this past season, he or she is willing to pay $15.80 

more than someone who was unsuccessful for the 2009 season, ceteris paribus. 

The non-resident model has more diversity in its explanatory variables. It 

includes variables that describe a hunter's 2008 elk trip, success and distance traveled, as 

well as type of and reason for hunting, and trip cost. 
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Discussion 

The variables that are not found in the regression models have been taken out due 

their level of significant greater than 10%, a p-value greater than 0.10. A couple 

variables have been included in order to see their respective sign. 

One variable that is surprisingly not in either model is income. In defining an elk 

license as a nonnal good, one would assume that it would be significant in a hunter's 

decision on willingness to pay. In almost every model, income had a p-value of 0.40 or 

higher suggesting that it did not play an import role in deciding willingness to pay. For 

both residents and non-residents, income has a p-value of.35 or greater with its largest 

coefficient being -0.00001. Using this coefficient, for evcry $100,000 in income, a 

hunter is only willing to pay $1 less than the current license. This is such a small amount 

that it makes sense that income is not statistically significant and it is economically small. 

The results from the two regression models are varied. Some of the variables 

were predicted while others are unexpected. The most surprising variable is equipment in 

the resident model. It has the opposite sign of what was expected. Before, it was 

assumed that the more a person spends on their hunting trip, all costs, that they would 

have a higher willingness to pay. There is no clear explanation of this in looking at the 

data. 

It can also be observed that the resident and non-resident models vary in their 

explanatory variables. The only significant variable that is common to both models is 

rifle. In the resident model rifle has a coefficient of 11.65 while for non-residents it is 

-22.86. The main difference between the two is the opposite signs. A possible 

explanation for this could be due to non-residents being the only trophy hunters. Hunters 
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seemingly have better chances of harvesting a large, mature bull during the rut, which 

generally begins in mid-September. Archery and muzzleloader seasons fall during this 

time so a non-resident may be willing to pay more as an archer or muzzleloader hunter in 

order to hunt this prime time of the year. 

Various types of costs and reason for hunting are included in both equations. The 

fees for hunting private land and equipment atfect a resident's decision in willingness to 

pay more for the 2009 elk license. A non-resident considers trip costs when deciding on 

WTP. Non-residents also find trophy hunting to be of some significance in their decision 

making, as its p-value in the original Tobit model is 0.083. They are willing to pay 

$50.77 more to hunt for trophy elk rather than hunting a cow for food or enjoyment. 

Residents on the other hand do not place much value on trophy hunting, according to the 

survey. No residents selected trophy hunting, but they do place a $13.06 value to hunt 

for sport over food. Although the variables are different in the decision making of 

residents and non-residents, everyone seems to place value on similar ideas in 

determining their willingness to pay. 



CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION 

Contingent valuation method was used in this study to examine which 

factors affect a hunter's willingness to pay and by how much for an elk license in 

Colorado. This method also determines the value elk hunting has to the hunter. The 

results from this study are hard to compare to other studies because of the differences in 

surveys and methodology. Many of the other CVM studies conducted in relation to elk 

have different hypothetical situations and elicitation methods. Although most articles 

used dichotomous choice for their WTP questions, the main difference in results lies in 

that other studies asked much different reasons for an increase in the price of an elk 

license. The WTP question in this survey asks hunters how much thcy are willing to pay 

in order to improve elk habitat where others ask about increasing one's opportunity to 

shoot at an elk. 

Fried et al (J 995) ask the respondent, "If the number of animals were 

sufficient to make it virtually certain that you would have an opportunity to shoot at an 

elk/deer. would you be willing to pay St additional to hunt."J This study is conducted in 

relation to hunting the Starkey Experimental Forest and Range in Oregon. It yielded a 

response that the maximum willingness to pay is $287 while the median is $90. This 

study also mentions another study conducted in Montana, which estimated the mean 

i Fried e{ a! 1995, 68], 
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value of doubling a hunter's chance to harvest a trophy elk between $179 and $3172 

Compared to these values, the results from my survey are quite different. In my study, 

the results show residents have a mean willingness to pay of$27.49 with a 95% 

confidence interval of$19.73-35.25 and non-residents have a $36.16 mean WTP with a 

95% CI of$25.59-46.73. My results are significantly lower than the other studies 

mentioned. The main reason for this is the difference in the willingness to pay question. 

It would be much more desirable for a hunter to pay for a situation that greatly increases 

their chance at harvesting an elk than to improve habitat. Paying for bettering elk habitat 

could possibly increase a hunter's chance of shooting an elk, but it is a process that takes 

time to affect the elk. If the WTP amounts are compared, the contingent valuation will 

underestimate its results, as previously mentioned in Chapter II. 

The other study that shows results that comparable is written by Loomis et al 

(2000). In this study, an actual license demand model and a logistic model are examined 

in order to find willingness to pay for a non-resident Colorado elk license. The license 

demand model shows a mean increase in WTP of$284. At the time of the survey, a non

resident elk license was $250. This shows a large increase in willingness to pay for a 

license. Non-residents are willing to pay more than double the current price at the time 

of that survey. The other model in Loomis et al is a logistic model found using data from 

a contingent valuation survey. Its results show an increase in WTP of $164. These two 

increases of willingness to pay are much larger than the results obtained from my survey. 

One reason tor this discrepancy is the price ditrerencc of a non-resident license at the 

time of the surveys. $250 for a non-resident license in their survey is much different 

from the 2008 license of$529. According to Loomis et ai, a person is willing to pay 

2 Ibid., 682 
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either $534 or $414, depending on the model. My model shows a total willingness to pay 

of about $565. These results show that as the price of an elk license increases, non

residents are willing to pay less. My results are fairly consistent with the total WTP from 

the other survey's historic data model. It also suggests that the mid-$500 range could be 

the maximum total willingness to pay as both results fall into this area. Nyugen et al. 

detlne their cost variable as the expected total cost of a hunting trip. The statistically 

signitlcant cost variables in my regression equations are equipment and land costs for 

resident and trip fees for non-residents. This information suggests that hunters take costs 

variables into consideration when considering a hunting trip. 

The variables that are statistically signitlcant in this study compared to other 

studies do not overlap except for costs. As mentioned in Chapter II, Fried et al. (1995) 

find income and days hunted while Nyugen et al. (2007) find total cost, gender, and 

education to be the signitlcant variables in determining willingness to pay. In my 

regression equations, income, days hunted, gender, and education do not significantly 

affects a hunter's WTP. The only variables that are similar are the costs. 

During the processes of this study, there are multiple aspects that could be 

changed for future studies. One of the problems encountered during the process is 

accounting for the price difference in non-resident licenses. If another question were 

added to the survey that ass non-residents which type of license they purchased: cow, 

bull, or either-sex. This question could then redirect them to different willingness to pay 

sections which would result in the ability to separate the data based on responses. 

Another comment about the survey is its detail. The willinb'11css to pay section of 

the survey may not have been clear to the respondents. In looking at the WTP data, some 
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respondents specified a willingness to pay more outside of their WTP interval. For 

example, say a respondent chose $11-20 for his or her WTP interval. One situation that 

happened is the respondent then specified they would be willing to pay $25 more. There 

is no true error in this mistake as the specified WTP is the data used for the dependent 

variable in the models. A different situation that occurred is when respondents se{''ll1ed to 

specify their total willingness to pay. For the same example, a respondent input a WTP 

of $79 ov{.'f the current price after selecting the $11-20 interval in the resident question. 

A resident license was said to bc $59, so $79 is $20 higher than the resident price. In the 

data, I changed their specified WTP from $79 to $20 due to what I thought was an honest 

mistake. My reason for this is that I believe the respondent misread my question and 

listed their total WTP in the second question. 

Lastly, if time and money allowed, conducting a mail or e-mail survey could help 

as it would allow the use of a dichotomous choice elicitation method. Conducting the 

survey on internet hunting forums limited the options in elicitation method for the 

willingness to pay question. Using either a mail or e-mail survey, I could distribute equal 

numbers of surveys with varying WTP amounts attached to use the popular dichotomous 

choice method. 



APPENDlXA 

Sample Survey with Results 

Willig ness to Pay for a Colorado Elk License 

-1, What is the primary r.&$OO you hunt elk? 

R;ljiSponse Response 
Percent Count 

Subslstenc:-e (food) 22,2% 44 

Sport (enjoyment) 74.2% 147 

Trophy {antl$rsimount) $dS% 7 

$1lS~d' qU9$~on 1,98 

skJpped questkm ,. 

Rwpcnse FtasPOnfi Response 
Average: Total Count 

$ 32M2 1M,14S is. 

anSc";etf;t(qliumm 19& ....• 
skipped questiQn 16 

3. What was'your approXimate trtp/tr«wl cost {lodging, food, g:a$ Of tHesel, etc} $p!int in cCoftn.etion With Y9ut elk hunting: during 

the.200S seaSQn? 

~'$pom;~ RespOnse I!e!ip""'-
A,\Htrage Tb't$l Count 

$ 72;4.'12 143.495 i9S 

"n$w-er~ qUiif$tiofl 1·98 
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4. ApprOxImately how many miles did you travel by motor vehicle ()r plane to reach your hunting !oeatfon$ during thee 200& elk 
season? 

Response RaSj>OflM Responu 
Avtr,ge T{)tal Ci()wt 

Miles: 601.3$ 158,&&$ 198 

ans.wered question .1~e 

$kippea question 1. 

R&ap<mS$ ~&$pon$e 

brce-nt eqUAl 

Ye. 3UI% oj 

No '64.0% 128 

DId hot hunt 1$~1% 10 

answenW quution 191 

skJp~d questic" 17 

6. Old yJ)U harvest a bull, coW, or both '[ 

Rbp9P$e R~PQ:n$~ 

Pltfunt Count 

"Id not harvest -$8'.,:3% 129 

Bull 14_8% 28 

Cow 132% 25 

A bull and a CO'N $,7% 1 

.a~¥fflreifqtJe$tfon leg 

25 
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1, How many days -did you htInt during the 2(}1)a elk season? 

Days: 

Public {National Forest, eL.M, etc) 

Private (your own land, friend's land. 
leased land, ectC) 

Response Re$pQfise 
Avera~e' T<>toI 

7.37 1A60 

{i!1swered question 

$Kip~d questfon 

Response 
:Percent 

~9% 

11-1% 

answered'questlon 

skipped question 

68 

Response 
j;'oUlit 

198 

198 

16 

Retsponse 
C;oum 

168 

21 

189 

25 

9. How much did you pay to hunt private land during the 20Q8 elk season? (Enter Q if you hunted public land Of prtvate lana for 
free) 

ReSpOrtSe fh~$p'on~ ReSPQfl$ 
Av.~ge --Total 'Count 

S 136.#1 24,'S()Q 182 

-answered q~e!$tl,an 182 

skipped question 32 

RUPOfl'$(! RMJHmse 
Pe:r<:liJnt Count 

Yss 4,1% S 

No 95.9% 186 

answered question 194 
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• 
11. How much did you paylor th&guide service during the 20:0B elk season? {Entel 0 ifyOl,l dId not hIre a guide servlc~} 

ttesi>oJ1:$e' ~SPOO$:e Res'pon$e 
AV$"4gft 'Total Count 

S 1{)tL2$ 18,$51 1$$ 

an$weffld qlUtsth!n 183 

skiPped question 31 

12, V\'bat type of hunting dt> you do? Check all that apply 

Re-sj':)on$$ RespQflU 

Petc-/illt Count 

Rifle 11-.9:% 143 

Archery 49.7% 99 

MUUle!oader 26.6% 53 

answered questi<m 1'9, 

skipped qUflffon 15 

R$$jiQnn RflJ;)Ofifi 

J>,efCent C1)unt 

Yes 53.3% 105 

No 4$3% SZ 

ait$weri1d que$tjon 191 

skiP~ question 11 

Resp¢:nS(; RB-$pohs.'e R$sj)OOst 
Averas& """'1 Cq.unt 

Y&ars; 2,318 108 

answered question l~S 

sl<ipp«/ qU1}$tion ,. 



15. Do you fish? 

v •• 

No 

1(1. Whatls your genderi' 

Ma!e 

Female 

17, What 1$ your age1 

Y&ars; 

. 

R~POO$. 

P.rcent 

8tU" 

10.1% 

~n$w.red question 

skipped question 

R&Spons& 
Pe-feent 

~.5% 

CL5% 

answered quutlon 

skipped question 

~,P1)"~~ 
Average 

40.51 

'Ra,$p<ln$$ 

'ToIIol 

skipped question 

70 

$tesPQrrs& 
Count 

118 

20 

198 

1& 

Rftpbnse 

Count 

197 

1$8 

16 

RftPonu 
Counl •.• 
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13. What 1$ your personat al1fluallneom$? 

R$$poos-$ Re.spoose-
Pere.nt Count 

0-00 not hav-e an Income 9 1.0% Z 

SH::Q,OOO 6,6% 13 

820,00140,000 12J>o/.) 25 

$40,001-..60,000 %6.5% 52 

$60,001-80.000 20A% 40 

$80,OO1~100.000 11,7% 23 

$100,OOi~1;20,OOO 11,7% 23 

$110,001.140.000 H% 7 

$140,001·160.000 0 0_0% 

$-160,001·180,00Q 0,$% 

$180,001·20{),000 fJ 1,0% 2 

$200,001+ $,6% 7 

tiffl$I'Uired question 10. 

s1(l(1pf!td qt!l~$tit:m 16 

19, How m~J'~y years -of edt.teatlQ-h do you have? (F¢r example, tht-Ough 9th grad*=9, through high senool=12, 2-years of 
cc-llegeJ;.14, ete) 

l'Iesp<m" lt~S& 
R_ .. 

A",rag$ ToIlIl Ctruflt 

Ye-ars! 1!Lol 2-:9$8 i$7 

s1J$14¥d'e~-qu!J$firm 197 

$klppiJd quest/on 17 



2U. Am you a r"ldeo! of Colorado? 

R&spon;SlJ R,$$Wnse 
Pllrcent Count 

Yes 45,$% ln1 

No 51.4% 107 

RMwereo qU:e'$!1qii 208 

:sJdpped question • 
21. Again. Currently the OivIsIoo of WitdHfe is faced with several problems in manas!ns eli< herds, 1n a hypofu&ieal situation. 
suppose the Colorado Divlslon ofWl1dllfe is go,fng to take actlon in order to help promote the elk. JlOpUlatll:m through programs 
$u;oh n f~d1ng $uugglIng 1I1k{iiJflng the winwr mQ.nth$, ci~ar..(:utttng areas ,¢'f fOreSl$ to,p:fotnQte,a$j)9n growth {a foOd $91.1(;9 
tor :elk}. :and protttcttn 9 lands from land davel¢pef$ and aneJ9Y ,COfflfHmles, In ,order w -n:tSH)!Viit th&$& j:S$~$: the OM$iQfi of 
Wl1dlif1J will need increased fundS, whIch Will tnclw:f9 iqert>Il$Ing the price 'Of an l1;lk linenS$:, nH~ 2MS Itceft$i& fea was $59 for a 
residant In,lnter amf$52Q: for:a- non,.fesld:&nt bull or either,,"" Ilcan$$. and $:254 for a nou-resid&nt c,qw license.. Should tM 
Oep-attment of Witdlitif deelde 10 lnereaM the price of :an elk lic1lnH in orri1'!f to tmpteJMfrt the llsted programs tn order to 
prOln9t:t elk population and habitat, how much more ate ytHl willlrtg to, pay tor a lfce/'l:s$ fOr llio& 2J}{}S season? 

R«N·Ponse R~P9O$,e 

,'erC:ent Count 

$0 25,5'%, 2' 

61-10 25.!Yhi 24 

$11~20- 12"$% 12 

$21·30' .$2% 3 

$31-40 B 2,1% 2 

541-50 7A% 7 

$51~-eO 2,2% 3 

$61-70 7A% 7 

571+ 1;V3% 12 

i:lft$wtmKi' quest/em g4 

:ifff1jied qU{1st{<m 120 
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. 
Respp~ Rasponsit, ftG$ponu 
AVtn:4~ Total C01Jnt 

.US 4)1)00 94 

.answeredquestlcn 94 

. skipped questiOn un 

23, 1f the prIce ot a Cojgfatio elk UC''lIDM Inereast$ to an am4Uut h19~ttf)an an ~dk Heefi:S'e in Wyommg. Montana. ftlaflo, New 
MexIco, Utah, etc, wouki you choose to hunt In the other state over ColOrado? 

R4'PonU R .. :sponse 
P~rcent Count 

Ye. 3i:L3% 36 

No 61.7% 5. 

an$WHI1Yd questiOn .4 

skipped question 12. 

24, AgaIn, currently the t)ivisitl)) of WUdUflJ i$1aeed with se-.nral problems in managIng elk heros, In a hypothetIcal siwatlon, 
suppoS& the Colorado Ojyjslon 1JfWUdUfel$ 91.)109 to taka action In orti!;lfto lmlp promot& the elk POPUlation thr-ough programs 
suCh a$f$$dm9-str~ggHn9 etl( d~rin~ ;the-winter mONth$:,et~ar-eUtttng area~ ¢f()T$$ts tQ: pr():motit'1!'$~t-'"gr¢:wth {a food $-QijrJ;& 
for $lkJr' and prot&cthlS,lilOO$,f"om lane! de'll$lQpers and ~y eompanles, tn ordtH",to f~Qlve mes~r1$$Ut!'$, 'UlEf DM$jon of 
WHdlif& wftl need IncrIHlS$Q fund$, WhIch wm lnCtude Inereaslng the prf'Ce Qf an etk llcen$if, The 2068 ti¢ens. fee was $59 for a 
resident hunter and $529 for a n<m4esmnt bull Qr either --a-ex lir;ense, lUld $254 for a nOfl4&a.ide:ot cow license. Shou!d 1M 
Oi)pamtnt of Wildlife decide to Incr1Ul:sfrthe prIce of an elk It-cense in (lrder t-O implement the listed prO(l~ms tn order to
promote elk pOpUlation lIDcftun»tat hOW J11UCh mort litre you willing to pay for a fieenS& forUle 20M seaso-rtf 

RUPMH Respotl$9 
Percent t:o.unt 

$0 4O.4"t, 42 

S1·20 17.3% 18 

$21-40 t:L6% 13 

S41~G !Hi%- 10 

$61·80 3.$% 4 

SSi~10G 7_7% S 

$101·;20 1,9% 2 

$121~140 1o~;l';G 2 
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$141+ 4,8% 5 

skipped question 11(1 

25, SaUd on your answ$f$bov1lli $pI:!i,dfy th-e ec:xact amo-untyou will be witting to pliy morif than trn;, current priQh 200:a.~ Cow 
$2$4-, btlfifelther4&x $529 

Rfipoo$$ Response R1t$pPflSe 

Average T_ C~nt 

$ 172.12 171913 104 

answered questJon 10' 

, : skipped question 110 

26, tfttle prlce of a Colo-rado elk lleenS$ Increases to' an amount higher than an elk license jn Wyoming. Montana, klaho. New 
M&xieo. Utah, etc, would you choose to hunt in the oth&r state- over Colorado? 

'A:t'SWiih Re$JXin~ 

Percent Count 

Y •• 14,.$% 77 

No 25.2% 26 

ifll1S'VH/rad question 103 

$kip~ question 11'1 

27. Email address 

Jt~$:pPtlse. 

Coon! 

HIG 

am;weTiiHi qU(fstkm , .. 
skipped.qUf?$tJon 45 



APPENDIXB 

Correlation Coefficients 

Land Yrs 
Equip $ Trip $ Distance Days $ Guide $ Hunted 

Equip $ 1.00 

Trip $ 029 1.00 

Distance 0.12 0.51 1.00 

Days 0.05 0.02 0.00 1.00 

Land $ 0.04 0.52 0.25 -0.06 1.00 

Guidc$ 0.01 0.43 0.33 0.00 0.04 1.00 

Yrs Hunted -0.02 -0.01 -0.09 0.04 -0.03 -0.13 1.00 

Age -0.10 0.15 0.24 -0.01 0.10 0.08 0.43 

Education 0.00 0.14 0.03 0.00 0.15 0.11 -0.11 

Substitute 0.21 0.17 0.25 -0.02 Q.OC} 0.14 -0.06 

Subsistence -0.20 -0.24 -0.29 0.05 -0.01 -0.08 0.00 

Trophy 0.17 0.14 0.02 -0.03 0.02 0.01 0.05 

Harvest 0.D7 0.03 -0.05 -0.12 0.14 -0.04 0.16 

Cow -0.06 -0.14 -0.07 -0.12 0.02 -0.06 0.23 

Bull 0.21 0.12 0.03 -0.05 0.14 0.00 0.05 

Private -0.09 0.29 0.06 0.06 0.51 0.07 0.03 

Guide 0.02 0.55 0.38 -0.02 0.54 0.78 -0.07 

Rifle 0.02 0.06 -0.03 -0.12 0.08 0.10 0.04 

Archery 0.08 -0.03 -0.05 0.26 -0.15 -0.17 -0.13 

MU721cloader 0.06 0.02 0.04 -0.08 -0.01 -0.10 -0.03 

pp 0.07 -0.17 -0.15 0.14 -0.09 -0.12 0.21 

NonFishcr 0.09 0.06 0.09 -0.01 -0.01 0,07 -002 

Ft.-male -006 -0.06 -0.07 0.00 -0.02 -0.01 -0.07 

Income 0.15 0.28 0.06 -0.10 0.21 0.01 0.15 
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Age Education Substitute Subsistence Trophy Harvest Cow Bull 

Equip $ 

Trip $ 

Distance 

Days 

Land $ 

Guide $ 

Yrs Hunted 

Age 1.00 

Education 0.05 1.00 

Substitute 0.07 0.00 1.00 

-
Subsistence 0.08 -0.06 -0.15 1.00 

Trophy 0.02 -0.06 0.05 -0.10 1.00 

-
Harvest 0.05 0.08 -0.05 -0.07 -0.08 1.00 

Cow 0.00 0.10 -0.09 -0.01 -0.08 0.60 1.00 

-
Bull 0.04 0.01 0.10 -0.09 -0.0 I 0.69 0.04 1.00 

Private 0.05 0.19 -0.04 0.11 0.11 0.15 0.06 0.08 

-
Guide 0.12 0.Q7 O.IS -0.05 0.11 0.02 0.03 0.04 

-
Rifle 0.02 003 -0.19 0.12 0.00 0.13 0.16 0.09 

- - -
Archery 0.21 -0.09 0.06 -0.07 0.03 -0.08 0.20 0.02 

- -
Muzzleloadcr O.oI 0.05 om -0.02 0.01 0.03 0.01 0.02 

pp 0.01 -0.04 -0.15 0.11 0.07 0.07 0.02 0.11 

-
NonFishcr 0.05 0.10 001 -0.14 0.03 0,07 0.01 0.D7 

- - -
Female 0.04 0.03 -0.08 0.14 -0.0\ -0.05 0.03 0.03 

Income 0.24 (U2 0.00 -0.12 0.01 0.18 0.11 0,15 
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Private Guide Rifle Archerv Muzzleloadcr PI' NonFishcr Ft.---male Income 

Equip $ 

Trip $ 

Distance 

Days 

Land $ 

Guide $ 

Yrs Hunted 

Age 

Education 

Substitute 

Subsistence 

Trophy 

Harvest 

Cow 

Bull 

Private 1.00 

Guide 0.18 1.00 

Rifle 0.15 0.13 1.00 

-
Archery -0.17 -0.21 0,35 1.00 

M uzzlcloader 0,02 -0.12 0.13 0,11 1.00 

PI' -0,05 -0.17 0.01 0.04 0,04 1.00 

- -
NonFishcr -0.01 0.01 0.05 -0,07 -0,09 0.02 1.00 

- -
Female -0.03 -0,02 0.11 0.07 -0.04 0,08 0,21 1.00 

-
Income 0.23 0.10 0,05 -0.12 -0.05 0.02 -0.03 ~O>O7 I. 00 
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